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Directed By: Professor Thomas M. Antonsen Jr., Physics 
 
 

We examine the interaction of intense, short laser pulses with atomic clusters 

and structured plasmas, namely preformed plasma channels.  In examining the laser 

pulse interaction with atomic clusters we focus on the optical response of an 

individual cluster when irradiated by a laser.  Our analysis of the laser pulse 

interaction with plasma channels focuses on the mode structure of a laser pulse 

propagating within the channel.  We then present a novel application of these 

channels: quasi-phased match acceleration of electrons.   

The optical properties of a gas of laser pulse exploded clusters are determined 

by the time-evolving polarizabilities of individual clusters.  In turn, the polarizability 

of an individual cluster is determined by the time evolution of individual electrons 

within the cluster’s electrostatic potential.  We calculate the linear cluster 

polarizability using the Vlasov equation.  A quasi-static equilibrium is calculated 

from a bi-maxwellian distribution that models both the hot and cold electrons, using 

inputs from a particle- in-cell simulation [Taguchi, T. et al., Phys. Rev. Lett., 2004. 



  

92(20)].  We then perturb the system to first order in field and integrate the response 

of individual electrons to the self consistent field following unperturbed orbits.  The 

dipole spectrum depicts strong absorption at frequencies much smaller than wp/v2.   

This enhanced absorption results from a beating of the laser field with electron orbital 

motion.   

The properties of pulse propagation within plasma are determined by the 

structure of the plasma.  The preformed plasma channel provides a guiding structure 

for laser pulses unbound by the intensity thresholds of standard wave guides.  In 

particular, the corrugated plasma channel [Layer et al. Phys. Rev. Lett. (2007)] allows 

for the guiding of subluminal spatial harmonics.  These spatial harmonics can be 

phase matched to high energy electrons, making the corrugated plasma channel ideal 

for the acceleration of electrons.  We present a simple analytic model of pulse 

propagation in a corrugated plasma channel and examine the laser-electron beam 

interaction.  Simulations show accelerating gradients of several hundred MeV/cm for 

laser powers much lower than required by standard laser wakefield schemes. 
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Introduction 

 

1.1 From Gas to Clusters to Guiding Plasma Structures 

  When high pressure gas passes through a nozzle it rapidly expands and cools 

and begins to form atomic aggregates called clusters [1].  These aggregates, held 

together by the inter-atomic van der Waal’s forces, consist of hundreds to millions of 

atoms.  Locally each cluster is at solid density, but the average atomic density is the 

same as a tenuous gas.  The local solid density of the clusters allows efficient 

absorption of laser light, while the low average density allows for long pulse 

propagation distances before the pulse energy has been depleted [2].  This makes the 

clustered gas ideal for forming an initial background plasma.    

After the clusters have been formed, a high intensity short laser pulse 

irradiates the clustered gas.  This interaction will be the focus of section 2.  The 

clusters are field ionized in the leading edge of the pulse [3]; these seed electrons then 

result in a cascading collisional ionization of the cluster.  Once ionized, the cluster 

electrons begin to absorb energy through a collisonless process described in section 2 

[4-7].  The high energy electrons then begin to expand and pull the ions along with 

them via their electrostatic attraction.  Eventually the individual cluster plasma has 

expanded into its neighbors, the local nature of the clusters is lost, and a background 

plasma has formed.   

The formation of the background plasma from the cluster gas depends on the 

properties of the initial irradiating pulse.  In initial experiments the heating pulse 
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simply passed through the clustered gas, resulting in a non-uniform heating profile 

along the propagation axis due to diffraction, ionization induced refraction, and 

energy depletion of the pulse in the plasma [3,8,9].  In later experiments an axicon 

lens was placed in front of the heating laser before the pulse entered the plasma 

channel [10].  The axicon, which projects the radial intensity profile of the laser onto 

the propagation axis, allowed for a uniform axial heating profile of the clustered gas.    

Both experiments used the radial variation of the intensity profile to generate a 

differential ionization and heating profile across (transverse to the propagation 

direction) the clustered gas.  The clusters towards the center of the laser path were 

ionized and heated more effectively.  Specifically, an intensity dependent heating 

threshold for clusters (discussed in section 2) results in a substantial difference in the 

heating at the center of the laser spot than at the periphery [4-6].  As the clusters 

disassemble, the background plasma has a hot, dense core and a cooler, low density 

periphery.  The plasma then undergoes hydrodynamic expansion and a shock wave 

propagates radially outward from the center of the plasma [11].  The expansion 

results in a channeled plasma structure with a density depression at the center—the 

preformed plasma channel.   

  The density depression at the center of the plasma provides a negative radial 

gradient in the index of refraction of the plasma.  Light refracts off of regions of low 

index of refraction (high plasma density), and thus the preformed plasma channel can 

be used to overcome the natural diffraction of laser pulses in uniform dielectric 

media.  This process is similar to standard metallic waveguides in which the dielectric 

constant in the center of the waveguide is smaller than the effective dielectric 
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constant of the metallic conducting walls (the dielectric constant at a perfectly 

conducting wall is effectively negative infinity).  In addition to its potential for 

limiting diffraction, the plasma waveguide is not intensity limited by dielectric 

breakdown as with metal.   These properties make the plasma waveguide a natural 

dielectric medium for guiding high intensity laser pulses over large distances 

(~1 )cm  [11-13].   

The demonstration of guiding in the axial uniform plasma waveguide has 

generated studies and creation of more complex plasma guiding structures [14,15].    

Here the focus is on the axially modulated plasma waveguide [15].  In creating the 

axially modulated plasma waveguide the heating laser, before passing through the 

axicon, passes through a diffractive optic, which imposes radial modulations onto the 

intensity profile.  The axicon then projects the radial modulations onto the 

propagation axis resulting in an axially periodic heating of the clustered gas.  The 

resulting plasma structure has an axially periodic index of refraction, while 

maintaining the guiding properties as before.   The periodic index of refraction of the 

plasma channel provides the guided laser with a novel property: spatial oscillations of 

the local phase velocity.  Applications of the axially modulated channel will be 

discussed in section 1.2, while guiding in this structure and the application to electron 

acceleration will be discussed in section 3.   

Before the advent of atomic clusters, plasma channel formation schemes used 

gas for formation of the background plasma [11].  The gas density required for 

efficient collisional ionization far exceeds the average clustered gas density required 

[8,10]; the local solid density of clusters allows for efficient collisional ionization.   
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Clustered gases thus allow for the formation of channels at much lower minimum 

electron densities: 18 31 10 cm −× compared to 18 35 10 cm−× for unclustered gas [10].  The 

importance of low minimum electron densities is discussed in section 1.2.  In addition 

the inefficient absorption of energy by tenuous gas and plasma required the use of 

long pulse, high energy lasers for channel formation: ~ 300 mJ compared to 

~ 30 mJ for clustered gas [10].  In fact, clusters absorb less energy in the presence of 

long pulses [6,10].    

 

1.2 Applications of Clustered Plasmas and Plasma Channels  

 Both the clustered plasma and plasma channel provide unique dielectric media 

that have the potential for use in a variety of applications.  Clustered plasmas have 

been demonstrated as a source of high harmonic conversion, x-rays, high energy ions 

and fusion neutrons as well as providing self- focusing and spectral wavenumber 

shifts [6,17-30].   For high harmonic conversion in clusters, electrons bound to the 

ions via the anharmonic electrostatic potential are driven at the laser frequency [16-

18].  This driving gives rise to dipole radiation of the cluster at harmonics of the laser 

frequency.   The radiating frequency is steady throughout the evolution of the cluster, 

as the driven electrons oscillate at harmonics of the driving frequency.  The amplitude 

of the radiation changes, however, as it is determined by the properties of the 

electrostatic potential.   

X-rays are primarily generated via three processes in clusters: 

photorecombination, dielectronic recombination, and impact induced spontaneous 

emission [19,20].  In photorecombination an electron becomes recaptured by an ion 
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and emits its excess energy as a photon.  The x-ray power emitted via this process 

tends to be small especially after electron temperatures surpass atomic binding 

energies [21]; high energy electrons move to fast to be recaptured by the ions.   

Dielectronic recombination occurs when an electron is recaptured by an ion and the 

excess energy promotes a bound electron to an excited state.  In a second step, the 

excited state then undergoes radiative decay, emitting an x-ray.  In impact induced 

emission x-rays are generated from the spontaneous emission of an ion that had been 

excited from a lower state via electron impact.  The amount of power emitted into x-

rays via dielectronic recombination and impact induced emission, the two dominant 

emission processes, depends on the cluster size [20].    

During the disintegration of a cluster, the ions can gain enough kinetic energy 

to overcome the nuclear force, allowing for fusion reactions (especially for hydrogen 

clusters) [6,22,23].  Depending on the cluster parameters, two mechanisms result in 

ion energies required for fusion.  Coloumb explosion occurs when the laser is able to 

rapidly strip the cluster of a large portion of its electrons, the remaining ions then 

explode due to their own space-charge repulsion [24,25].  All of the electrostatic 

energy from the large charge imbalance is transferred to ion kinetic energy.  During 

the quasi-neutral cluster expansion, electrons are resonantly heated via a collisionless 

absorption process (described in section 2) [4].  The electrons then expand while at 

the same time transferring their energy to the ions via their coulombic attraction.  At 

some radius the electron and ion charge are equal; the electric field (acceleration) is at 

a maximum.  If this electric field is large enough, the ions at this radius can be 

accelerated past the layer of ions in front of them.  This results in a high energy 
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outward expanding shell of ions [6].  The fusion reaction takes place when a high 

energy shell of ions from the expansion of one cluster intersects the ion shell of a 

neighboring cluster.  High energy neutrons are created in the process.   

Self focusing in clusters arises from the differential heating of clusters from 

the radial intensity profile of the laser pulse [6].  Clusters close to the peak of the laser 

heat and expand faster than those on the periphery.  The clusters close to towards the 

center of the laser, thus, have a larger radius, generating a larger dielectric constant 

(as we will see in section 2).  The negative gradient in the dielectric constant provides 

the self- focusing.  The expansion of the clusters also results in the spectral redshift of 

the clusters as the dielectric constant increases as the cluster’s effective radius 

increases [26].    

The guiding properties of plasma channels allows for long interaction lengths 

required for high- intensity short pulse applications.  The plasma channel has already 

been examined and used for laser-wakefield acceleration, and has been proposed for 

use in x-ray generation for x-ray lasers, terahertz (THZ) generation, and direct 

electron acceleration [31-39].    In laser wakefield acceleration, a ultrahigh intensity 

laser propagates down a preformed plasma channel.  The large electric field 

amplitude of the laser provides a ponderomotive force that expels electrons from the 

path of the laser pulse.  (The ponderomotive force acts as an effective pressure, 

pushing charged particles from regions of high field to low field).  Behind the pulse, 

the electrons, having been displaced, undergo plasma oscillations.  The corresponding 

electrostatic field can then accelerate a relativistic beam of electrons along its phase 

fronts.  The plasma channel removes the diffractive limitation on the length of the 
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accelerating structure, providing a higher energy electron beam.   Furthermore, the 

phase velocity of the plasma wave is equal to the group velocity of the displacing 

laser.  If the plasma density is too high, the group velocity may be too low to result in 

phase matching between the plasma wave and electron beam over desired 

acceleration distances.  Use of the clustered gas for formation of the background 

plasma results in lower plasma densities (higher group velocities) and may be useful 

in extending the interaction length.    

 For x-ray laser schemes, a low intens ity pulse is guided through a preformed 

plasma channel that has not been fully ionized [37].  The guided modes intensity is 

low enough that the average ionization level of the preformed channel remains 

constant.  The plasma channel electrons gain energy from the pulse through inverse 

bremsstrahlung heating, in which an electron gains energy when passing through the 

electric field due to an ion.  The heated electrons then pump excited states of the 

neutral atoms by transferring energy to the atoms during collisions.  An initial 

spontaneous ly emitted photon causes the stimulated emission of an excited atom 

which in turn causes yet another stimulated emission and so on.  The atoms are 

continually pumped and depleted in this manner, resulting in the coherent production 

of x-rays.  Use of a plasma channel allows for efficient absorption of the guided pulse 

without diffraction limitations as well as guiding the x-rays throughout the gain 

process.     

The properties of an axially periodic plasma channel can be used to convert 

energy from the guided laser into THZ radiation modes [38].  The lowest frequency 

of the plasma waveguide is determined by the plasma density of the channel.  For 
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generation of low frequency modes (i.e. THZ), low density plasma channels are 

required, making clusterered plasmas an ideal formation media.  To generate THZ 

radiation, a guided laser drives ponderomotive currents in the corrugated plasma 

channel.  The current propagates with the laser pulse at the group velocity, which in a 

plasma channel is strictly subluminal.  In an uncorrugated guiding structure the 

current cannot efficiently generate radiation due to the strictly super- luminal phase 

velocity; phase matching between the current and the waveguide modes cannot be 

achieved.  In the corrugated waveguide the periodicity of the structure results in a 

shift to the wavenumber of the waveguide modes, allowing for subluminal phase 

velocities.  The radiation and current can then be phase matched and efficient 

conversion of power from the laser into THZ radiation is possible.   

 The application of corrugated plasma channels to direct acceleration of 

electrons will be examined in detail in section 3.  To accelerate electrons, a high 

intensity short laser pulse copropagates with a high energy electron beam down a 

preformed plasma channel.  In axially uniform channels, phase slippage from the 

electron beam’s subluminal velocity and the guided mode’s superluminal phase 

velocity limits acceleration over arbitrary distances.  In axial periodic channels, the 

guided mode acquires a periodic phase modulation.  This phase modulation is 

equivalent to the guided mode being composed of several spatial harmonics each with 

their own phase velocity.  With the right choice of laser beam and plasma parameters, 

the phase velocity of a spatial harmonic can be subluminal.  This allows for quasi-

phase matching between the electron beam and guided mode, greatly extending the 

interaction length.  Because the electron beam copropagates with the pulse, a 
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reduction in the group velocity can also extend the interaction length, increasing the 

energy gain of the electron beam.  Reduc tion of the group velocity requires lower 

electron densities, which again makes clusters an ideal medium for channel 

formation.   

 

1.3 Characterization of a Laser-Plasma System 

The study of laser-plasma interactions spans a wide range of both plasma and 

laser parameters.  The subset of this parameter space our laser and plasma belong to 

determines how to proceed analyzing the system.  Typically a laser-plasma system of 

interest can be well characterized by the ratio of the laser frequency to the plasma 

frequency, the ratio of the laser wavelength to the size of the plasma, and the laser 

intensity.  Parameters such as collision frequency, plasma temperature, and pulse 

length do, however, play a role in the interaction, but are not fundamental to the 

interaction.   

 The ratio of the plasma frequency, defined as 24 /p e n mω π=  where e is the 

unit of charge for our plasma specie, n  is the density of that specie, and m is the mass 

of that specie, to the laser frequency, ω , determines how well the electric field of the 

laser can penetrate the plasma.  For a tenuous plasma, / 1pω ω << , and the laser can 

propagate freely with only a slight adjustment to it’s wavelength.  In this situation the 

plasma behaves as a poor conductor and is unable to respond quickly enough to 

neutralize the electric field.  However, if the laser pulse encounters a region of dense 

plasma / 1pω ω >>  it separates into a reflected pulse and an evanescent pulse that is 
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absorbed in a small region, ~ / pc ω , at the plasma surface.  The dense plasma acts as 

good conductor and is able to rapidly shield the incoming electric field.   

The ratio of the laser wavelength, λ , to the plasma size, a , determines the 

importance of magnetic fields in considering the dispersion of the laser.  For small 

plasma systems, / 1a λ << , and the magnetic field can be neglected.  Over large 

distances the laser may propagate as an electromagnetic wave, but on the scale of the 

plasma it is essentially uniform.  The near uniformity of the laser electric field results 

in a small magnetic field through Faraday’s law, providing an essentially electrostatic 

plasma response.  When the plasma system is large, / 1a λ >> , the laser behaves 

strictly as an electromagnetic wave.       

The laser intensity determines the role of ionization, the energy scale, and 

dynamics of the plasma.  For low intensity lasers 14 21 10 /I W cm×;  if the plasma is 

not pre- ionized, ionization dynamics must be considered.  For dense plasmas, 

ionization can deplete the pulse energy and lead to refraction of the laser as the 

dielectric contribution from gas and plasma compete.  Also for low intensities the 

magnetic contribution of the Lorentz force can be neglected (if the plasma 

temperature is subrelativistc); the plasma current is determined solely by local 

oscillations in the laser electric field.  (The response may not be local, however, in the 

presence of sharp density interfaces.)  In the high intensity regime 16 21 10 /I W cm×;  

ionization only affects the leading edge of the pulse and the energy lost via ionization 

is generally small enough to be neglected.  The plasma is still non-relativistic, but the 

electric field strength is large enough to produce a non- linear force on the plasma: the 

ponderomotive force.  The force, which results from fast oscillations across electric 
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field gradients, is time independent in the frame of the laser pulse and pushes plasma 

from regions of high electric field into regions of low electric field.  For ultra-high 

intensity lasers 18 21 10 /I W cm×;  the velocity of the plasma particles as they oscillate 

in the local electric field can approach c .   In this situation the magnetic field must be 

accounted for and the plasma must be treated relativistically.  The force on the plasma 

particles becomes highly non- linear and the motion complex.   

  Here the focus is on the interaction of high intensity, 16 21 10 /W cm×∼ , short 

pulse 100 fs∼  lasers with two types of plasmas: ionized atomic clusters and 

preformed plasma channels.  The interaction of the laser with these two types of 

dielectric media takes place on two disparate frequency and size scales.  The central 

plasma frequency of an ionized cluster 16(2 10 )Rad Hz×  exceeds the laser frequency 

15(2 10 )Rad Hz× and the radius of a typical atomic cluster (10 )nm is much smaller 

than a typical laser wavelength (800 )nm .  On the other hand, the plasma frequency of 

the plasma channel 14(2 10 )Rad Hz× is everywhere smaller than the laser frequency, 

and the features (10 )mµ on the plasma channel are larger than the laser wavelength.   

 

1.4 Summary of Research 

 This dissertation is divided into two sections.  The first section will discuss the 

dielectric properties of laser exploded clusters; the second section discusses the 

propagation of lasers and acceleration of electrons in a corrugated plasma waveguide.   
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1.4.1 Summary of Cluster Research 

 An ionized cluster consists of an ion core surrounded by electrons.  The 

electrons are bound to the ion core via their electrostatic attraction and orbit the ion 

core.  The shape of the electrostatic potential well, and hence the electron motion, 

depend on the cluster’s charge imbalance and the electron temperature, both of which 

change as the cluster evolves.  When the electrons are displaced by an external force, 

in this case an applied laser electric field, the cluster behaves like a dipole oscillator.  

The cluster has a natural dipole oscillation frequency, / 2pω ω= , associated with 

the bulk response of the electrons to the laser field.  Due to the high electron density 

(nearly solid) of the cluster this frequency is much larger than typical laser 

frequencies ( ~800nmλ ).  Here we develop a model of the laser-cluster dipole 

interaction and demonstrate that the cluster does in fact respond at its natural 

oscillation frequency.  More importantly, we find that cluster has a dipole response at 

much lower frequencies comparable to actual laser frequencies.  This low frequency 

response is due to a beating of the laser field with the electron orbital motion.  We 

also find that the spectral shift, amplitude, and spectral width of the natural and low 

frequency dipole response are temperature dependent.   

The linear polarizability spectra for a cluster at different temperatures and at 

different times throughout its evolution are found.  The coupled two dimensional 

(2D) Vlasov-Poisson system of equations is used.  The Vlasov equation determines 

the evolution of the phase space distribution of the cluster plasma, while the Poisson 

equation determines the cluster’s electrostatic potential.  To lowest order, the cluster 

is assumed to be in a circularly symmetric quasi-static equilibrium consisting of two 
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electron species at different temperatures (hot and cold) and ions.  The equilibrium 

electron distribution function is determined from the equilibrium Vlasov equation and 

is dependent on the two electron temperatures, the cluster’s electrostatic potential, the 

fraction of electrons at each temperature, and the total electron charge.  The cluster 

ions are assumed to have zero velocity; their inertia makes them essential immovable 

on the time scale of the electron motion.  The electron temperature, charge imbalance, 

two temperatures, and ion density profile are extracted from a PIC simulation [4].   

The Poisson equation is then solved to find the cluster’s equilibrium electrostatic 

potential.  

 The Vlasov equation is then linearized to first order in the electric field to find 

the cluster’s dipole response.  The electric field perturbation represents the presence 

of a linearly polarized laser electric field; the cluster is in the electrostatic limit and 

the magnetic field can be ignored.   This provides two coupled integro-differential 

equations that determine the first order electron distribution function and first order 

correction to the cluster’s electrostatic field.  The electron density corresponding to 

the first order field correction provides the cluster’s dipole moment.   

A fδ algorithm is used to solve the intergro-differential equation numerically 

[39].  Specifically, the evolution of the electron distribution function is determined by 

an ensemble average of equilibrium electron orbits integrated through the first order 

potential.  Numerically each electron represents a region of 4D phase space (two 

velocity, two spatial) weighted by the value of equilibrium distribution function 

determined by its initial condition.  At each time step the distribution function 

provides the electron density, which is used to find the first order potential which then 
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is used to determine the distribution function at the next time step.  The time 

dependent dipole moment is found from the electron density at each time step.  At the 

end of the calculation, the time dependent dipole moment is Fourier transformed to 

provide the polarizability spectrum.  The perturbing electric field is applied as an 

impulse so that the entire linear frequency response of the specified cluster 

equilibrium can be recovered in one simulation.   

Three types of cluster equilibrium are explored.  The first equilibrium 

consisted of a uniform ion core; the polarizability structure as a function of 

temperature is examined.  The uniform ion core represents an assembled cluster and 

was extracted from the PIC simulation before passage of the laser pulse [4].  

Exploring the temperature dependence is somewhat artificial (the electron 

temperature for a given equilibrium is fixed) and is only used to provide insight into 

the polarizability structure.  It is found that the cluster responds at the dielectric 

resonant frequency predicted by cold plasma theory—the collective electron dipole 

oscillation of the cluster.  The cluster also responds at lower frequencies not predicted 

by cold plasma theory.  The low frequency response results from the beating of 

electron orbital motion with the laser frequency, and provides a collisionless heating 

mechanism for the cluster.  This response is of interest because it occurs at 

frequencies comparable to actual laser frequencies.  The low frequency response 

grows in amplitude as the temperature is increased; more electrons can reach regions 

of high electric field outside the cluster with increasing temperature.  The dielectric 

resonant frequency drops in amplitude with increasing temperature due to a more 

diffuse electron density profile.   
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The second equilibrium explored is a diffuse ion profile extracted 300 fs after 

passage of the laser pulse.  For the diffuse ion profile, the standard dielectric response 

is not nearly as prominent, and the low frequency response drops in amplitude as the 

temperature is increased.   The absence of a strong standard dielectric response is a 

direct result of the diffuse charge; the cluster vacuum-interface is no longer a well 

defined boundary.  The drop in low frequency response with increasing temperature 

arises from the electrons with large radii orbits experiencing a reduced electric field 

outside the cluster due to the diffuse charge profile.   

 The linear polarizability at different times throughout the cluster evolution 

was also explored, using temporally local equilibrium determined from the PIC 

simulation [4].  The standard dielectric resonance is found to have a non-monotonic, 

time dependent spectral shift due to the interplay between warm plasma dispersion 

and diffusivity of the ion and electron density profiles as the cluster expands.  The 

resonant peak is also shown to significantly broaden due to the expansion of the 

density profile as the cluster heats.  The low frequency response increases in 

amplitude throughout the cluster evolution as the fraction and energy of hot electrons 

increases as the cluster becomes heated by the laser.   

 

1.4.1 Summary of Plasma Channel and Electron Acceleration Research 

 Preformed plasma channels provide a guiding structure for laser pulses 

without the intensity limitations of standard waveguides—a property required by a 

variety of applications.  In particular, it has been proposed by Serafim et al. [40] that 

an electron beam can be accelerated by a laser guided in a preformed plasma channel.  
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The energy gain of electrons is severely limited, however, by the fact that the phase 

velocity of the guided laser pulse is always greater than c in plasma and thus always 

greater than the electron beam velocity.  Here we show that this limitation can be 

overcome if the plasma channel has axial periodic density modulations like those 

produced by Layer et al.[15].  We examine the propagation of a laser pulse in the 

axially modulated plasma channel, and show that the guided pulse is composed of 

spatial Fourier harmonics due to the presence of the axial corrugations.  For the right 

channel and laser parameters, the spatial Fourier harmonics can have phase velocities 

smaller than c and equal to the electron beam velocity, allowing for phase matching.  

We find that, for the same parameters, our acceleration scheme provides energy gains 

several orders of magnitude higher than previously proposed schemes.  The focusing 

and defocusing of the electron beam due to the laser electromagnetic field is also 

explored.           

The propagation of a radially polarized laser pulse and direct acceleration of 

electrons in corrugated plasma channels is explored.  The propagation of the pulse is 

modeled using the slowly varying envelope equation.  This approximation to the 

wave equation assumes that variations in the laser’s envelope occur on time scales 

much longer than the laser period.  In the case of plasma channels, this assumption is 

valid when the plasma frequency is much smaller than the laser frequency.  The 

slowly varying envelope equation neglects terms in the wave equation contributing to 

group velocity dispersion (GVD).  One effect of GVD, integral to electron 

acceleration, is the subluminal group velocity.  This effect is explicitly accounted for 

by replacing c , the speed of light, by gc , the group velocity, in the wave equation.    
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The response of the background plasma is treated in the linear non-relativistic 

regime; the plasma responds only to the local oscillations of the laser electric field.  A 

plasma density profile is used that models the experimentally created channels [15], 

and also allows for analytic solutions to the slowly varying envelope equation.  The 

plasma profile consists of a constant background density that is axially modulated in 

addition to a quadratic radial dependence.  In the case where the radial profile is also 

modulated, oscillation of the laser spot size can become unstable and leakage from 

the channel may become important (the model density profile may no longer valid) 

[41].  The monotonic nature of the model density profile precludes side leakage of 

laser power from the channel.  The ramifications of this approximation are examined 

using WKB theory for a simplified leaky channel.   

An analytic solution for the field structure of the guided mode in the 

corrugated plasma channel is found.  The field is found to have a wavenumber shift 

due to the presence of the background plasma and the finite spot size of the laser.  In 

addition the field obtains a periodic phase modulation due to the presence of the 

axially periodic density profile.  The periodic phase modulation is viewed as a sum of 

spatial harmonics each with their own relative amplitude and phase velocity.   For all 

but the fundamental laser spatial harmonic, it is found that subluminal phase 

velocities (slow waves) are realizable for density modulation periods commensurate 

with experimental results [15].   

In treating the background plasma in the linear non-relativistic limit, the 

pondermotive force of the laser on the background plasma is ignored.   This non-

linear effect, which can lead to Raman scattering, can degrade the quality of the laser 
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pulse during propagation.  It was previously suggested that small angle Raman side 

scattering can be suppressed through use of leaky plasma channels [42].  Electric field 

non- linearities and non-slowly varying effects can also lead to Raman forward 

scattering.  Here the WAKE simulation is used to demonstrate that Raman forward 

scattering has a negligible effect on the laser pulse, and that the stable propagation is 

due to the low amplitude of the laser field, not the presence of axial structure.     

With the analytic solution for the laser field, a scaling law for the energy gain 

for a direct accelerated electron beam is derived.  In finding the scaling law, the beam 

is assumed to start at nearly c on axis with zero transverse momentum.  The electron 

beam is phase matched to the largest amplitude spatial harmonic of the laser that can 

support a subluminal phase velocity (this is referred to as quasi-phase matching).  The 

maximum time for energy gain is set to the pulse length dephasing time (duration it 

takes an electron at c  to outrun the laser).  The scaling law predicts, for the same 

parameters, energy gains several orders of magnitude higher than previously 

proposed acceleration schemes [43-45].   

To validate the scaling law and examine electron dynamics, the fully 

relativistic electron equations of motion are integrated in the presence of the guided 

mode’s electromagnetic field.  The transverse and longitudinal space charge fields of 

the electron beam are neglected.  Expressions are derived for upper limits on the 

beam density that determine when the transverse and longitudinal space charge fields 

become non-negligible.   

For high initial electron energies, 1000oγ =  where oγ is the relativistic factor, 

the energy gain of ideal electron orbits from the simulations is shown to agree well 
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with theoretical predictions.  For low energies, 30oγ = , the electron energy oscillates 

due to phasing and dephasing with the electric field.  At intermediate energies, 

100oγ = , for parameters corresponding to experiment, it is found that allowing  

electrons to catch up to the slow wave results in higher energies than starting the 

electron phase matched to the slow wave.  A simple Hamiltonian model capturing this 

effect is presented.   

The final axial momentum distribution functions are examined for different 

initial Gaussian electron beam widths.  When all the electrons start on axis, the 

distribution function displays a high energy peak at the theoretically expected energy 

gain.  It is found, however, that increasing the electron beam radius leads to an 

increasing degradation of this peak; it nearly disappears for realistic beam widths.  

This effect is shown to be the result of transverse electron dynamics, and not the drop 

off of the accelerating field for increased radius.   

Two forces are identified as contributors to the electron’s transverse 

dynamics: the focusing/defocusing force of the quasi-phase matched spatial harmonic 

and the ponderomotive force due to the phase mismatched fundamental laser mode.  

The transverse quasi-phase matched force is phase dependent; at relativistic velocities 

an equal number of electrons are focused as defocused.  The ponderomotive force to 

the fundamental laser mode, which tends to be smaller in amplitude, is phase 

dependent and provides an overall focusing of the entire electron beam for small 

radii.  In addition, the quasi-phase matched force is 90o out of phase with accelerating 

field; electrons in the maximum accelerating phase feel little transverse force.   
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The electron beam is found to undergo a net outward radial flow as it 

propagates with the pulse.  Electrons initially in the defocusing phase are pushed 

outward until they reach a radius where the ponderomotive force is directed outward.  

The increased outward force causes these electrons to be expelled from the beam.  

Some electrons initially in the focusing phase will eventually slip into the defocusing 

phase and undergo the same process.  It is proposed that smaller electron beam radii 

may reduce this effect at the expense of accelerating gradient.            
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Section 2: Dielectric Properties of Laser Exploded Clusters 

 

2.1 Introduction 
 

A cluster is an aggregate of 102-107 atoms held together by van der Waals 

forces.   Clusters form when high pressure gas passes through a nozzle, and the gas 

undergoes rapid expansion and cooling [1].  A gas of clusters makes an ideal system 

for coupling energy from a laser field to the cluster gas medium, while allowing long 

propagation distances [2].  This is because the laser matter interaction occurs at the 

local solid density of the cluster, yielding strong absorption, while the average density 

of the medium is low, allowing for propagation.  This energy coupling has led to the 

experimental observation of several unique optical properties, such as x-ray 

generation, harmonic conversion, and self- focusing [16-18, 26-28].  Laser irradiated 

cluster gases have been considered as a source of these phenomena in a variety of 

applications, including medical imaging, plasma based accelerators, and radiation 

sources [8,46,47].  The laser intensities required for use of these applications can 

couple so much energy to an individual cluster that it explodes.  Exploding clusters 

have, thus, been explored extensively in the past decade.   

A gas of exploding clusters represents a novel, time dependent, nonlinear 

optical medium [26].  The processes of harmonic generation [17,18], spectral 

wavenumber shifts [26], and self focusing [27] have all been shown to occur in 

cluster gases. The optical properties of the cluster gas are characterized by the 

polarization density 4 clP n pπ=
v v

, where  ncl  is the number density of clusters and 
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p
v

 represents the local ensemble average of the dipole moments of the individual 

clusters.  Here we assume that the cluster radius is smaller than the radiation 

wavelengths of interest and that the cluster density is low enough such that the inter-

cluster spacing is much greater than the cluster radius and, as a result, interaction 

between clusters occurs through the mean field.  The explosion of the clusters occurs 

on a time scale determined by the inertia of the ions, while the dipole moment is 

determined mainly by the rapid motion of the cluster electrons.  It is thus possible to 

characterize the dipole moment in terms of a frequency dependent polarizability 

 γ (ω, t)  that evolves slowly in time.  Here the local Fourier transforms of the laser 

electric field and the dipole moment are related by ( , )p t Eγ ω=
vv .  We then define the 

bulk dielectric constant for a gas of clusters as the sum total of individual cluster 

contributions.  

                                              
  
ε

bulk
= 1 + 4π n

cl
γ (ω ) .     (1) 

The bulk dielectric constant provides the connection to the macroscopic phenomena 

that can determine how best to utilize the cluster in the aforementioned applications.   

The simplest model that can be used to describe the cluster polarizability is 

that of a uniform density, cold plasma [48].  In this case the cluster can be 

characterized as a sphere of radius a with local dielectric constant 

  
ε = 1− ω

p
2 / ω (ω − iν ) , where 2 24 /p e ee n mω π= , ne is the electron density, e is the unit 

of charge, ν is the electron- ion collision frequency, and me is the electron mass.  In 

the presence of an external field, ˆ( ) Re[ ( ) ]iE t E t e xθ=
v

, one can determine the potential 

outside the cluster (r>a) to be [49]                                  
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φ

1
(r,θ,ω ) = − Re r +

a3

r 2

ε(ω ) − 1
ε(ω ) + 2







E(ω)eiθ













                       (2) 

where the over- line on  φ1  and  E  denotes a temporal Fourier transform.  The 

polarizability of the cluster is defined as the ratio of dipole moment to the electric 

field.  This ratio can be extracted from the dependence of potential on radius as given 

in Eq. (2).  In particular, the portion of the potential that varies as r-2 gives                  

                                
  
γ (ω) = a3 ε(ω ) − 1

ε(ω ) + 2






 .       (3) 

If we substitute the cold plasma dielectric constant into Eq. (3), and neglect for the 

moment collisions, we find that the cluster has a dielectric resonance when 

  
ω = ω

p
/ 3  [48].  This resonance can be excited by a laser field of prescribed 

frequency in two ways during the course of cluster heating and explosion.  First, as 

the cluster atoms are being ionized, the electron dens ity will rise in time and pass 

through the resonance before the cluster has had a chance to expand.  Since the 

cluster atoms are initially at solid density, the electron density quickly exceeds the 

critical density by a large margin, 10pω ω; .  Second, after the cluster has been 

heated, and expands, the radius will increase and the density will drop.  If the cluster 

remains a solid, uniform sphere it will pass again through a resonance as it expands.  

With collisions included, the resonance acquires a nonzero width.  However, for 

predicted values of the collision rate the resonance is narrow enough that strong 

heating would only be observed for a short duration of time.  In experiments, it is 

observed that heating occurs throughout the laser pulse and thus, the uniform density 

model needs to be modified so as to be consistent with experiments.  In addition to 
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the excitation of the cluster resonance by the laser heating pulse at frequency ω, the 

cluster resonance can be excited by nonlinear signals at harmonics of ω [17,18,50]. 

Thus, general knowledge of the frequency dependent polarizability is of interest [51].

 It is worth noting that the uniform density model makes two significant 

simplifying assumptions: uniform ion density, and zero electron temperature.  The 

first approximation results in a simple analytic formula for the dipole moment due to 

the uniformity of the dielectric constant within the cluster.  However, the assumption 

of a sharp boundary results in a polarizability that in the absence of collisions is real 

except for a narrow range of frequencies around the resonance.  Consequently, 

according to this model absorption only occurs during a brief time when the cluster is 

in resonance.  This simplification was corrected by a fully hydrodynamic model of 

the cluster that was introduced by Milchberg [52].  The model was the first to 

introduce spatial variation in the cluster ion density, but assumed the electrons 

responded to the laser as a cold fluid.  This model coupled a 1D Lagrangian fluid 

code to a laser field governed by ( , ) 0r t Eε∇⋅ =
v

.  Here the dielectric constant is 

modeled as 
  
ε(r ) = 1 − ω

p
2 (r ) / ω(ω − iν (r)) + Λ(r) , where L contains the dielectric 

response of the neutral cluster atoms.  The radial variation in the ion density profile 

and dielectric constant allows for continuous absorption of laser energy at the location 

of the plasma resonance, 
  
ω ~ ω

p
(r,t) .   Thus, a cluster can absorb energy throughout 

the laser pulse, up until the time that the maximum cluster electron density is below 

the critical density.  We note that the uniform density model is still useful, and that 

agreement between the uniform density model and the nonuniform density 
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calculations can be achieved by artificially increasing the collision frequency and 

decreasing the ion mass in the uniform density model [3]. 

The second approximation made in the uniform dielectric model is that the 

plasma is cold.   Consequently, the cluster electron response to the internal electric 

field is local in space.  While this may be a good approximation initially, as the 

cluster heats up it is likely to fail.  Furthermore, for sufficiently large laser intensities, 

~1x1015 W/cm2, a population of energetic electrons is produced.  These electrons 

have sufficiently high speed such that they travel a distance comparable to the cluster 

size in one laser period.  Their response to the internal field is necessarily nonlocal, 

and cannot be described accurately by a fluid theory. 

Kinetic treatments of cluster explosion require solving for individual electron 

trajectories.  Several particle- in-cell (PIC) simulations have been developed to model 

the interaction of clusters with intense laser pulses.  Many of these simulations have 

focused on clusters irradiated with very high laser intensities, on the order of 1017 

W/cm2.  In this the regime most of the electrons are expelled from the cluster core 

early in the laser pulse [25].  The cluster expansion then manifests as an ion core 

explosion due to its own space-charge repulsion.  Here we will mainly discuss a more 

moderate intensity regime, 1015 - 1017 W/cm2, paralleling the results of the PIC code 

developed by Taguchi et al. [4]. 

Simulations conducted by Taguchi et al. [4] and Gupta et al. [3] indicate that 

the cluster can resonantly absorb energy through an electron transit time resonance.  

These simulations show an absorption process related to that proposed by Brunel for 

the case of sharp density gradients [53].  Electrons are extracted from the cluster by 
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the laser electric field.  The emission of these electrons is limited by their space 

charge potential.  In the next half of the cycle, the laser field switches direction, and 

the extracted electrons are accelerated back towards the cluster by both the space-

charge and laser field.  The electrons then return to the cluster core having gained 

energy from the field.  

Within the cluster the electric field remains small because it is shielded by the 

large dielectric response of the overdense plasma.  The electrons then pass through 

the cluster and can emerge in phase with the laser.  If when passing through the 

cluster, the electrons maintain the proper phase with respect to the field, they can 

continue to be accelerated to very high energies.  A simple scaling argument shows 

that a critical intensity exists for the onset of the transit time resonance: 

  
λ4 I / D2 = πc / 2( ) m

e
c2 / e( )2

= 1.36 × 1010 W , where D is the cluster diameter, λ  is 

the laser wavelength and I the laser intensity.  PIC simulations demonstrate that the 

heating process leads to a two-temperature electron distribution function [5].  The 

energetic electrons have orbits that lie primarily in a low density halo that surrounds 

the cluster core. The response of these ‘halo’ electrons is important in determining the 

cluster polarizability. 

While PIC codes in principle provide a complete description of the cluster 

explosion process, including the generation of an oscillating dipole moment in 

response to the applied laser electric field, they do not lend themselves to calculating 

the propagation of a laser pulse through a gas of clusters.   To understand the 

propagation through a gas of exploding clusters it is useful to have an expression for 

or tabulation of the dielectric constant of the gas that is of the form of  Eq. (1).   The 
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goal of this section is to present calculations of the frequency dependent cluster 

polarizability  γ (ω ,t)  that includes the effects of non-uniform cluster density and 

energetic cluster electrons, and would be useful to the study of laser propagation.  Our 

approach will be to assume that the ion density profile is fixed and that the cluster 

electrons are in a quasi-equilibrium state.  We will then perform a linear perturbation 

analysis of this state to obtain the frequency dependent polarizability.  More 

specifically, the cluster will be described by the coupled Vlasov-Poission system.  

Parameters that determine the equilibrium configuration will be taken from the results 

of a PIC simulation, and the resulting equilibrium electron density and electrostatic 

potential will be compared with the PIC results.  

In Sections 2.2 and 2.3 we present our kinetic model of the equilibrium cluster 

system and perturbation to that system, respectively.  Section 2.2 also includes a 

discussion of the algorithm used in solving our kinetic model for the cluster 

polarizability.  In Section 2.4 we present the results of our kinetic calculation.  

Polarizabilities from an assembled ion core with varying electron temperature, diffuse 

ion profile with varying electron temperature, and polarizabilities at different times 

during the cluster evolution with the equilibrium determined by our PIC simulation 

[4] are presented.    Section 2.5 contains our conclusions.   

 
 
2.2 Equilibrium Configuration 

To examine the interaction of the two populations of electrons with the laser 

field we invoke a coupled 2-D Vlasov-Poisson system of equations.  We consider the 

problem in two dimensions rather than three so that a) we can directly compare 
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results with our PIC modeling which is primarily two-dimensional and b) the 

resulting integrals are simplified.  The system can be expressed as: 

                            0s s s
s

s

f q f
v f

t m v
φ

∂ ∂
+ ⋅∇ − ∇ ⋅ =

∂ ∂

v vv v ,          (4) 

and 

                             
  
∇2φ = 4π q

s
f

s
d 2v∫

s
∑ ,                                (5) 

where f is the electrostatic potential, ( , , )s sf f x v t= v v  is the distribution function for a 

specie s, qs is the charge of that specie, and ms the mass.  For the clusters under 

consideration the wavelength (l) of the laser electric field is much longer than the 

cluster radius (a), and thus the cluster response can be treated in the electrostatic limit 

(a/l<<1).   In this case the connection between the system, Eqs. (4) and (5),  and the 

time dependent laser electric field is made through the application of the boundary 

condition to Eq. (5) that the gradient of f match to a uniform electric field as 

| |x → ∞v .   

We imagine the system can be described as two parts:  a circularly symmetric 

equilibrium, and a self-consistent dipole response to the perturbing laser electric field, 

ˆ( ) Re[ ( ) ]i
rE t E t e xθ=

v
.  The total potential and electron distribution function are 

written as the sum of their equilibrium and perturbed contributions.   

                                 φ(r,θ,t) = φo(r) + Re[φ1(r,t)eiθ ] ,       (6) 

and 

                              1( , , , ) ( , ) Re[ ( , , ) ]i
e of r v t f r v f r v t e θθ = +v v v .     (7) 
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Here, fo and fo are the equilibrium quantities, while f1 and f1 are self consistent 

responses to the perturbing laser electric field.  The equilibrium quantities are 

considered to be independent of time on the time scale of the laser period.  The time 

variation in the perturbed quantities arises from the cluster’s response to the 

perturbing laser electric field.  The angular dependence in the perturbed quantities 

ensures that the total perturbed electric field,   E1 = −∇φ1 , matches the perturbing 

electric field, ( )E t
v

, for large | |xv .  

The ions are treated as a fixed distribution of charge due to their relatively 

large inertia.  The distribution function is taken to be cold with a spatial density 

nion(r). 

                                     2( , ) ( ) ( )ion ionf r v n r vδ=v v
.        (8) 

In effect, we are specifying the ion density profile, which is assumed to be fixed.  Our 

subsequent analysis thus focuses on the electrons. 

We first consider the circularly symmetric equilibrium.  Substitution of Eqs. 

(6) and (7) into Eq. (4), and keeping only lowest order terms in the potential, yields:                            

                                 0o
o o

fq
v f

m v
φ

∂
⋅ ∇ − ∇ ⋅ =

∂

v vv v ,                 (9) 

for the equilibrium electron distribution function.  The formal solution to Eq. (9) 

allows that fo can be any function of the constants of motion: in this case, the 

equilibrium energy and angular momentum.  Electron distributions from PIC 

simulations show that the distributions functions are well characterized by an 

isotropic bi-Maxwellian distribution [5].  To capture this effect, we include two 

independent electron populations distinguished by their densities at zero potential 
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(nc,nh) and their temperatures (Tc,Th).  The equilibrium electron distribution function 

is then 

                 
  
fo(r,v) =

ncm
2πTc

e− Ho / Tc +
nhm
2πTh

e− Ho /Th ,  for   φo(0) < Ho < 0 , (10)                       

where   Ho = Ho(r,v) = mv 2 / 2 + qφ0 (r )  is the total energy of an electron in the 

equilibrium potential.  Here the subscript c refers to the low temperature core 

electrons, which are mostly shielded from the laser field, and the subscript h to the 

hot electrons which are more directly exposed to the laser field.  The distribution 

function is taken to be zero for energies greater than zero, and we assume the 

equilibrium potential vanishes at the calculation boundary.  We are, therefore, only 

considering particles that are confined to the equilibrium potential.   

Substituting the equilibrium distribution functions Eqs. (8) and (10) into the 

equilibrium version of the Poisson equation (5) we obtain  

                ( )/ ( ) /2 ( ) 4 [ ( ) ]e o c e o hq r T q r T
r o i ion c hr q n r n e n eφ φφ π∇ = − − − .     (11) 

where qi and  qe are ion and electron charge respectively.  Here we have neglected the 

corrections to the density due to the distribution function cutoff at zero energy.  The 

correction tends to be small as for most clusters the depth of the equilibrium potential 

well  φo(0) tends to far exceed the typical temperatures.   

The equilibrium quantities are independent of q, and thus the derivative of fo 

is set to zero at the origin.  This also ensures that the potential is deepest at the cluster 

center. As already mentioned, the potential fo is set to zero at the computational 

boundary (r = L).  The equilibrium electric field, Eo = −∇φo , is fixed at the boundary 

by maintaining a charge imbalance defined by    
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                           2

0

[(1 ) ( ) ( ) ( )] 0
L

ion c hZn r n r n r d rα− − −∫ ;  ,    (12) 

where 0 < α < 1, is chosen to best match the results from our PIC simulation for the 

parameters used in generating Fig. 2.1, unless otherwise stated.  For all other 

calculations, the imbalance was fixed as the temperature varied.  For a given Tc and 

Th, then, we determine the values of nc and nh by the condition above for the charge 

imbalance and by setting the desired fraction of hot electrons.  Equations (6-8) and 

the above conditions provide a closed set of equations for describing the equilibrium 

cluster plasma.    

Figure 2.1 shows the equilibrium potential, on the right vertical axis, and 

electron density, on the left vertical axis, calculated from our model (solid) for a 38 

nm cluster.  The ion density was extracted from the PIC simulation of Taguchi et al. 

at 300 fs [4]. The applied field in the PIC simulation was a 100 fs full width at half 

maximum Gaussian pulse with a wavelength of 800 nm, and intensity of 5x1015 

W/cm2.  By 125 fs after the peak of the laser pulse, the heated electrons consisted of 

two species one at Tc=300 eV and the other at Th=6.4 keV, which contributed 10% of 

the total electron population.  For comparison the electron density from the PIC code 

has been plotted (dotted).  The agreement between the PIC density and that of our 

model extends to even the halo region.  The inset shows the electron density for both 

on a log scale.  As mentioned, the potential depth exceeds the value of the 

temperature.  The good agreement seen here shows that it is reasonable to model the 

equilibrium as being stationary on time scales short compared with the expansion 

time of the ions.  Our analysis of the perturbations of this equilibrium are contained in 

the next section.      
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2.3 Linear Perturbation 

We now consider the linear response of the cluster to a finite duration laser 

electric field ˆ( ) Re[ ( ) ]i
rE t E t e xθ=

v
 imposed at the system boundary.  The imposed 

laser field drives a time dependent perturbation in the cluster potential.  This results in 

the electron density changing to shield out the laser field from the cluster core.  The 

cluster continues to evolve self consistently in this manner under the time evolution 

of the laser field.   

 

2.3.1. Linear System 

The equation describing the time evolution of the first order distribution 

function for electrons is found by substitution of Eqs. (6) and (7) into Eq. (4) and 

linearizing.  We find that: 

                                  1
1[ ( ) ( , , )] 0odfdf

q v t r t
dt dE

φ θ− ⋅∇ =v  .     (13) 

Here the time derivative is taken following equilibrium electron orbits, and thus ( )v tv  

is understood to be the motion resulting from the equilibrium potential, fo.  The first 

order potential is the solution to the Poisson equation with the first order density as 

the source.                                

                                 2 2
1 1( , , ) 4 ( , , , )r t q d v f r v tφ θ π θ∇ = − ∫

v .     (14) 

 

The system boundary (r = L) is far enough away that the cluster will appear as 

a dipole oscillator, with the x-component of the dipole moment, px , defined as 
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px(t) = r cos(θ )n1(r,θ ,t)d 2r

0

L

∫
0

2π

∫ ,        (15) 

where n1 is the first order electron density perturbation.  For large r, the general 

electrostatic potential due to a dipole can be written  φ1(r,θ ,t) = Re[φ1(r,t)eiθ ] , where 

1( , )r tφ  satisfies                                        

                                     1

( )
( , ) ( )r

p t
r t rE t

r
φ = − +  .      (16) 

We eliminate the unknown quantity p(t) by differentiating Eq. (16) with respect to r, 

and combining the result with (16), arriving at our condition on the potential at the 

simulation boundary. 

                                    
  
[

dφ1(r,t)
dr

+
φ1(r,t)

r
]

r =L

= −2 Er (t)  .     (17)          

In addition we require 1( 0, ) 0r tφ = = , which is consistent with the angular 

dependence  e
iθ .    

                       In frequency space, the dipole moment can be expressed as the linear 

response of a medium to an electric field:                                     

                                     px(ω ) = γ (ω )Er (ω ) .      (18) 

where g is the polarizability of the cluster and the overline denotes that the quantities 

are temporal Fourier transforms.  By applying a laser field as an impulse to the cluster 

at t=0, the entire dipole spectrum can be recovered.  That is, we apply an impulsive 

electric field, measure the time dependent dipole response, Fourier transform this 

response, and form the ratio of  p(ω )  to Er (ω ) .   For numerical purposes, our applied 

laser field takes the form: 
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Er (t) = Ao

τ
2π

1
t 2 + (τ / 2)2

,       (19) 

where in the limit that  τ → 0 ,   Er (t ) → Aoδ (t ) , and Ao is an arbitrary multiplicative 

factor.  For nonzero values of τ,  Er (ω ) = A0 exp[− ω τ ]  and we include this factor in 

the calculation of the polarizability.  In our calculations we set t~ .01 fs.   

 

2.3.2 Trajectories 

We now focus on the solution of Eq. (13).  Integration of this equation is 

carried out along the trajectories of electrons in the unperturbed field given in terms 

of the equilibrium potential.  For any electron in our system we can express its 

equilibrium Hamiltonian as 

                              
2 2

2 ( )
2 2

r
o o

p
H q r

m mr
φ= + +

l
,       (20) 

where pr and  l  are the radial and angular momentum respectively.  The equilibrium 

Hamiltonian is conserved as it exhibits no explicit time dependence.  The potential 

depends only on radius, and thus the angular momentum of electrons in the 

equilibrium cluster potential is also conserved.  The equation for the radial motion 

can then be written:                               

                             
2

2 3o
q

r
m r m r

φ
∂

= − +
∂

l&&  .           (21)  

These equations represent a central force problem [54]. 

Electron depletion early in the cluster evolution leaves a net positive charge in 

the cluster core.  An electrostatic potential, fo, then attracts the electrons.  Electrons 
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with energy less than zero (  φo(0) < Ho < 0 ) are confined to the cluster potential, and 

thus undergo periodic motion.   The electrons, however, have some initial angular 

momentum, which acts as an additional effective potential [the second term in Eq. 

(21)].  The effective potential (~1/r2) repels the electrons as they approach the cluster 

center setting up a minimum orbital radius.  The minimum and maximum electron 

orbital radii are the roots of 2 2( ) / 2 0o oH q r mrφ− − =l .  We can define the frequency 

of electron oscillation between these two radii as the radial bounce frequency, given 

by   

                                     

  

ω r = π m
dr
prrmin

rmax

∫












−1

,        (22) 

where ( , , )r op r H l  is obtained by solving Eq. (21) with Ho,  l , and r(0) given.  A 

rotational frequency can also be defined as the time it takes an electron to rotate by 2p 

radians:                                   

                                       
max

min

2

r
r

rr

m
dr

p rθ
ω

ω
π

 
=  

  
∫

l
.      (23) 

These frequencies will be important in understanding the interaction between the 

laser field and the halo electrons.  In particular there will be strong interaction when 

the field frequency equals the sum of integer multiples of the radial and rotational 

frequencies.  This effect can lead to an enhancement in the dipole moment at laser 

frequencies lower than typical cold plasma resonant dielectric frequency.   Figure 2.2 

shows three example trajectories of electrons as they revolve around the cluster 

center.   
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2.3.3 Alogrithm 

In order to calculate how the perturbed cluster distribution function,   f1 , and 

potential,  φ1 , evolve in time, we utilize a  δ f  algorithm [39].  The distribution   f1  is 

represented as a set of particles that follow in phase space the equilibrium trajectories 

and have weights that vary in time calculated according to Eq. (13).  At every time 

step the particle contributions to 1J
v

, the first order electron current density, are 

computed on a radial grid.  The  e
iθ dependence of all first order quantities, limits 

calculations to a radial grid.  The quantity 1J
v

 is then used to find the perturbed 

density through the continuity equation, and from the first order density we find the 

perturbed potential.  The potential is then used in Eq. (13) that updates the 

distribution function.  The calculation continues until we reach a maximum time 

determined by the desired spectral width of the dipole spectrum.   

Particles are distributed as follows: NA particles are initially distributed 

randomly with a uniform distribution in   (x, y)  and 
  
(v

x
,v

y
)  satisfying  x2 + y2 < L , 

and  vx
2 + vy

2 < vmax
2 = −2qφ(0) / m .  Particles are given equal weight, proportional to 

the area in velocity space that they represent  πvmax
2 / NA .   The particles that satisfy 

  φo(0) < Ho < 0  are confined by the cluster potential and are tracked, whereas particles 

with   H o > 0  are counted in NA (to give the correct weighting) but are not tracked.   

For the rest of this section we will refer to particles that are trapped by the cluster 

potential and satisfying   φo(0) < Ho < 0  as A particles.   
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The particles with   H o > 0  were included in the equilibrium distribution 

function, but do not contribute strongly to the equilibrium density.  However, the 

effect of eliminating these particles must be considered in the perturbation because of 

the infinite gradient in the distribution function at the energy at E=H0=0.   To do this, 

we randomly distribute NB particles in   (x, y) , and set the magnitude of their velocity 

to be   | v |= 2qeφo (r ) / me .  A random angle, Q, is then chosen to determine 
  
(v

x
,v

y
) ,  

where   vx =| v | cos(Θ)  and 
  
v

y
=| v | sin(Θ) .  These particles lie on the boundary in 

energy between being trapped by and escaping from the cluster.  For the rest of this 

section we refer to particles with   H o = 0 , as B particles.   

The velocity ( )v tv and position   (r(t),θ (t ))  for each particle is found by solving 

Hamilton’s equations.  For ease of calculation, and to overcome the inherent 

numerical difficulties associated with the   ~ 1/ r 2  effective potential, we solve 

explicitly for  (x(t), y(t))  and 
  
(v

x
(t),v

y
(t)) .  The potential   φo(r)  is interpolated onto a 

Cartesian grid   φo(x, y) .  The Cartesian orbits   (x(t), y(t)) , 
  
(v

x
(t),v

y
(t))  are then 

transformed back to cylindrical coordinates for use in later computation.  Particles 

that reach the calculation boundary are made to undergo specular reflection.  The 

reflection provides an energy clamping to particles that have achieved energies 

  H o > 0  through numerical noise.  The reflection should not affect the orbit 

significantly, as the condition that   φo(0) < Ho ≤ 0  limits the maximum orbital radius 

to L, the length of the calculation box.   
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For A and B particles respectively, the contribution to the first order 

distribution function [the time integral of Eq. (13)] at each time step is:                     

                    
'( )' ' ' '

, 1( ) ( ) ( ( ), ) |i

i

t
i t o

i A i i E E
o

df
f t q v t r t t e dt

dE
θφ == ⋅∇∫

v      (24) 

                   
'( )' ' ' '

, 1

(0)
( ) ( ) ( ( ), )

(0)
i

t
i t o

i B i i
oo

f
f t q v t r t t e dt

q
θφ

φ
= − ⋅∇∫

v       (25) 

where the index i distinguishes the particle, and the factor of   φo(0)  in the B particle 

equation ensures 
  

fo (0)d 2v
0

vmax

∫ = 1, and   vmax = 2qeφo(0) / me .  The integrand represents 

one electron’s contribution to electrostatic heating as it moves through the first order 

potential on its equilibrium trajectory.  The integral is then weighted by the likelihood 

of a particle possessing the equilibrium energy  Ei .  The total distribution function is 

then written as the ensemble average of the individual particle contributions:                                    

                     1 1
1 , ,

1 1

( , , , ) [ ( ) ( )]
A BN N

i
A i i A B i i B

i i

f r v t e N g f t N g f tθθ − −

= =

= +∑ ∑v ,    (26) 

where the function ( , )i i i ig g r r v v= − − v  determines how each particle’s contribution is 

distributed in phase space and satisfies 
  

gid
2rd 2v

o

L

∫ =
o

vmax

∫ π L2qeφo(0) / me .   In a similar 

manner, we can construct the current density 1J
v

. 

                    1
1 ,

, 1

( , , ) (0) [ ( ) ( ) ( )]
jN

i
e o j i i j i i

j A B i

J r t q e N v t f t h r rθθ φ −

= =

= −∑ ∑
v v  ,  (27) 

where (0) ( )o i iq h r rφ −  is the velocity integral of  gi .  With the current density 

specified, the first order potential can be determined.  We solve:                       
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                        2 1
1

( , , )
4 ( , , )

r t
J r t

t
φ θ

π θ
∂

∇ = ∇ ⋅
∂

v
  .       (28) 

We use 1J
v

 as opposed to the electron density   n1  because this results in a less 

noisy potential in the low temperature limit.  Specifically, in the zero temperature 

limit the distribution function defined by Eq. (24) appears to diverge due to the factor 

 df0 / dE .  However, the density is finite because of the cancellation of contributions 

from particles with velocities of equal magnitude but opposite direction.  This 

cancellation is broken at small temperature because of the differing time histories for 

particles tracing orbits in opposite directions.  The difference at small temperature is 

proportional to the Laplacian of the potential.  Thus, correctly calculating the density 

requires higher order accuracy in radial grid size in calculating the electric field in Eq. 

(24) than does calculating the current density.  Should we want to know the perturbed 

density we can find it once the potential has been determined.  Specifically,  

                               
  
n1(r,θ,t) =

1
4πe

∇2φ1(r,θ ,t) .           (29) 

The dipole moment   px (t)  is then found by employing Eq. (15).  A fast Fourier 

transform is then used to find   px(ω ) . 

 

2.4 Results 

For our studies on the cluster dipole spectrum, we consider a cluster with a 38 

nm diameter and an initial center plasma density of 1.4x1023 cm-3.   The maximum 

computation radius is set to 80 nm, and we evolve 200,000 particles.  We consider 

two ion density profiles,   nion(r ) , extracted from the previously mentioned PIC 
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simulation (Fig. 2.3).  The PIC simulation consisted of a 38 nm Argon cluster with a 

charge state of Zi=8 and an initial center electron plasma density of 1.4x1023 cm-3.  

The cluster was irradiated with an 800 nm wavelength laser pulse of peak intensity 

5x1015 W/cm2 and a full width half maximum of 100 fs.  The first ion density is taken 

before passage of the laser pulse, and has a sharp density gradient at the cluster 

radius.  We will refer to this density profile as the sharp ion density profile.  The 

second density occurs at 300 fs, which is 130fs after the peak of the laser pulse.   This 

density profile will be referred to as the diffuse ion density profile.  Both of these 

profiles are plotted in Fig. 2.3.  For each density profile, we consider single and dual 

temperature electron distributions, and examine the variation in the dipole spectra 

with temperature.   

 

2.4.1 Cold Cluster Limit 

To validate the kinetic calculation, we compare the results to a cold fluid 

calculation of the polarizabilities using the Poisson equation in the frequency domain   

                                            ∇ ⋅ ε(r,ω )∇φ1 = 0   ,            (30)                        

where 
  
ε(r,ω ) = 1 − ω

p
2 (r ) / ω 2  and 

  
ω

p
2(r )  is obtained by solving for the single 

species electron density at Tc = 51 eV in Eq. (11) with the sharp ion density profile.  

We have set have set a=.006 in Eq. (12) to achieve the sharpest electron profile cutoff 

while maintaining the condition   φo / φo
' > ∆r , where  ∆r  is the radial step size.  A 

complex frequency with an imaginary component  Im[ω] = −ν  was used to smooth 

the spectrum in both the kinetic and cold fluid cases.  In the time domain kinetic case, 
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smoothing is achieved by multiplying the dipole moment,   px (t) , by the factor 

  exp[−νt]  before using the FFT to find   px(ω ) .  Figure 2.4 shows the resulting cluster 

polarizabilities normalized to a2/2, the polarizability of a rod of radius a in the 

limit ε → ∞ .   In Fig. 2.4(a) a value of  14.0057 (0) 1.2 10 /p Rad sν ω= = ×  was used, 

while in Fig. 2.4(b) 15.057 (0) 1.2 10 /p Rad sν ω= = × .  From here forward (0)p pω ω=  

unless otherwise stated.  

Figure 2.4(b) shows that at higher damping rates the kinetic and fluid 

calculations predict the same spectrum with the characteristic resonance at 
  
ω

p
/ 2 .  

Figure 2.4(a) shows, however, that even at low temperatures the kinetic model, solid 

line, has structure not predicted by the cold plasma theory, dotted line.  This 

additional low-temperature structure can result from several effects including finite 

grid size, finite particle number, and nonzero temperature effects, such as Tonks-

Dattner resonances.   

To eliminate nonzero temperature effects, we fix ( ( ), ( )) ( (0), (0))i i i ix t v t x v=v v v v  in 

Eq. (24) and otherwise integrate the equations as previously described.  Freezing the 

particle orbits eliminates any cluster response due to finite-temperature. When this is 

done, we find that the response of the kinetic code is strongly affected by the finite 

number of particles and finite resolution due to the fact that the particles locations are 

fixed.  In order to minimize this effect we use 27 electrons and reduce the spatial step 

by a factor of 5.  Figure 2.5 shows the results compared with the fluid calculation, 

where in both cases 14.0057 1.2 10 /p Rad sν ω= = ×  was used.  The results of our 
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kinetic calculation are in good agreement with the cold-fluid theory, and we can 

proceed with the kinetic calculation with confidence. 

 

2.4.2 Sharp Ion Profile with Single Temperature Electrons  

We first consider the results of the sharp ion profile with a single temperature 

electron distribution.  Again we use an equilibrium charge imbalance factor a=.006.  

Figures 2.6(a) and 2.6(b) show the real and imaginary components of the 

polarizability spectrum resulting from our calculation for electron temperatures 

ranging from 1.3 keV to 26 keV.  The zero line of each spectrum is offset by 20(a2/2).   

The arrows demarcate where we would expect a resonance in the uniform density, 

cold cluster approximation.  

The dielectric resonance peaks appearing in Fig. 2.6(b) show a temperature 

dependent red shift from the value of the resonant frequency expected based on the 

cold plasma, uniform density model.  Two effects contribute to this shift:  the 

presence of a diffuse equilibrium electron density profile and the nonzero temperature 

correction to the electron plasma wave frequency. These effects tend to offset one 

another.  The diffuse profile leads to a lowering of the resonant frequency due to the 

spatial localization of the mode in the lower density periphery of the cluster, while the 

nonzero temperature corrections to the plasma wave frequency, at least for small 

temperatures, tend to increase the resonance frequency.  At Te=1.3 keV the spectrum 

has a redshift of about .05 wp; the temperature correction, which we estimate to be 

2/ 3/( )p dk aδω ω = , where   kd = 4π e2ne / T , is insignificant at this temperature and 

the redshift is due to the diffuse electron density profile.  The redshift then decreases 
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as the temperature correction becomes more prominent, and reaches zero at Te=9.7 

keV where the two effects have balanced.  The shift then increases again to .1 wp at 

26 keV.  The increase in temperature has led to an increasingly diffuse electron 

density (see the Appendix), which begins to overshadow the temperature corrections 

to the plasma dispersion.   Accompanying the shift in frequency of the resonance, 

there is also a noticeable temperature dependent broadening of the peaks, with an 

almost indiscernible peak at 13 keV.  This broadening is due to the combination of 

the wave particle resonances that occur for particles orbiting the cluster and the 

creation of the diffuse electron density profile. 

A new feature, an enhancement of both the real and imaginary parts of the 

polarizability, appears in the spectrum at low frequencies, ω ~.05 wp for temperatures 

greater than 1.3 keV.  This enhancement grows larger and extends to higher 

frequencies as the temperature is increased from 1.3 keV to 26 keV.   This low 

frequency feature is not predicted by the cold plasma approximation.  Neither is it 

explained by assuming the cluster electrons respond adiabatically to the exciting field.  

To see this we rewrite Eq. (13)  

                               
  

df1

dt
= −q[

dφ1

dt
−

∂φ1

∂t
]

∂fo

∂E
,        (31) 

and integrate over time assuming a harmonic time dependence for the potent ial 

         
  
f
1
(r,θ ,t) = − Re q[φ

1
(r,t)eiθ + iω φ

1
(r (t '),t ')eiθ ( t ' )dt '

−∞

t

∫ ]
∂f

o

∂E












,    (32) 

where the integral is taken over an unperturbed orbit (r and q vary in time due to their 

evolution in the equilibrium potential fo).  Because f1 varies with polar angle as eiq, 

the integrand will oscillate rapidly in time as the electrons revolve around the cluster.   
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As frequency goes to zero the contribution of the integral can then be considered 

negligible except for particles whose radial and rotation frequencies satisfy the 

resonance condition 

                                            ω = nωr ± ωθ ,     (33) 

where the radial and angular rotation frequencies are defined in Eqs. (22) and (23), 

and n is an integer. If we ignore the contribution of these electrons (and the integral) 

we arrive at the adiabatic approximation.  In this approximation the perturbed 

electron density is given by                               

                                        2
1 1( , ) Re ( ) ( ) i

dn r k r r e θθ φ =          (34) 

where kd is the inverse Debye length for electrons, with 
  kd (r) = 4π e2ne(r) / T , and ne 

being the equilibrium electron density profile.  As a result, the Poisson equation in 

this limit becomes   

                                       
  
[∇2 − kd ,s

2 (r)
s

∑ ]φ1(r)eiθ = 0 .      (35) 

 

For the sharp ion profile we can treat the radial dependence of the Debye length as 

approximately uniform in the cluster r<a.  We then find the solution for the potential 

outside the cluster to be 

                                
  
φ1(r,θ,ω ) = [−r +

a2

r
1− ψ
1+ ψ






]Er(ω )eiθ ,   (36) 

where 
  
0 < ψ ≡ I

1
(k

d
a) / ak

d
I

1
' (k

d
a)  < 1.  Comparing Eqs. (16) and (36) we find the 

polarizability to be given by  γ = a2 1 − ψ( )/ 1 + ψ( ).  At low temperatures  kda → ∞  , 

ψ → 0 and the polarizability  γ → a2  the value for high dielectric constant cylinders.  
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At high temperatures  kd a → 0 , ψ → 1, and the polarizability γ → 0 .  Thus, the 

observed increase in the polarizability cannot be described by the adiabatic 

approximation. 

To explain the additional structure in the polarizability we must consider the 

second term in Eq. (32), which represents, at low frequency, the contribution to the 

perturbed density of particles whose equilibrium motion is resonant with the wave 

frequency. The equilibrium orbits, up to their phases, can be characterized by the 

energy and the angular momentum H o and l .  In examining how the laser field 

interacts with electrons with different orbits, a more instructive choice of variables 

are the frequencies ( , )r oHω l  and ( , )oHθω l  defined in Eqs. (22) and (23).  If an 

electron is driven by the electric field, we expect electrons with frequencies,  ω r  and 

ωθ , satisfying the resonant condition Eq. (33) to respond strongly to the field.  The 

proper electron orbital frequencies must then exist for the laser to excite a strong 

response.  Figure 2.7 shows contours of ( , ) /o pHθω ωl  and ( , ) /r o pHω ωl  in the 

energy versus angular momentum plane for Te=1.3 keV and Te=26 keV.  A laser 

wavelength of 800 nm corresponds to a contour level of   ω / ω p = 0.11.   The 

equilibrium dis tribution function is plotted on the left to show at which energies 

electrons are concentrated.   

The electron frequencies plotted, at energies in the bulk of the distribution 

function, have the same order of magnitude as the frequencies of the structure seen in 

the polarizabilities. Thus, it is reasonable to assume that resonances with these 

electrons are responsible for the observed structure in the polarizability.   
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To identify which order of resonance is responsible for a given frequency, we 

determine what choice of ( , )oH l  makes an electron resonant with the laser field.  

Figures 2.8(a) and 2.8(b) show the resonant electrons bands in energy-angular 

momentum space for Te=1.3 keV and w corresponding to a wavelength of 800 nm 

and wp/√2 respectively.  Here we have plotted a point for each electron whose 

indicated combination of radial and angular frequencies comes within a factor of 

.02 pω∼ the corresponding excitation frequency. 

At the laser frequency, Fig. 2.8(a), we see only the n=1 bounce resonance 

contributes, while at the dielectric resonant frequency, Fig. 2.8(b), the n=2 and n=3 

bounce resonances both contribute to the polarizability.   The n=2 and n=3 bounces 

resonances, however, dephase more rapidly with respect to the electric field than the 

n=1 resonance.  For an electron slightly off resonance, with a detuning, d, the phase 

difference between the electron and applied electric field grows as ntδ .  The higher n 

resonances will then contribute less to the polarizability than the n=1 resonance.   

  To understand the increasing amplitude of the low frequency response as a 

function of temperature, one must consider the work done by the laser field on the 

orbiting electrons [see Eqs. (23) and (24)].  The work done by the laser field on an 

electron (labeled with subscript i) in one cycle can be written 

                                        
( )

1
( )

i L

i

x t T

i
x t

q
W dl

m
φ

+

= − ∇ ⋅∫
v

v
  ,       (37) 

where TL is the period of the laser.  The value of W is determined by both the profile 

of the perturbed electric field ( −∇φ1 ) and by the range of the electron orbit.  The 

perturbed electric field tends to be small in the core of the cluster where it is shielded 
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by the high-density plasma, and larger in the halo region surrounding the cluster.  

Low energy electrons tend to be confined to the core region where the perturbed field 

is small, while high energy electrons can visit the halo region.  The general tendency 

is that as temperature increases there is an increase in the RMS radius of the electron 

cloud (shown in the Appendix) corresponding to an increase in the number of 

electrons visiting the halo region.  These electrons experience a stronger perturbed 

electric field and thus increase the polarizability of the cluster.  

 

2.4.3 Diffuse Ions with Single Temperature Electrons  

The polarizability results for the diffuse ion density profile calculations have 

markedly different properties than those of the sharp ion profile.  Figures 2.9(a) and 

9(b) show the imaginary and real components of the dipole spectrum respectively in 

the case of the diffuse density profile.  The zero line of each spectrum is offset by 

20(a2/2).    

The first thing we notice is that the dielectric resonance predicted by the cold 

cluster approximation has nearly disappeared.  The resonance is present, but much 

less visible than in the sharp density profile case. The red shift decreases from .1 wp at 

5.1 keV, to zero at 9.0 keV, and then increases again to about .2 wp at 26 keV.  The 

large red shift of the standard dielectric peak results from a more diffuse electron 

profile accompanying the diffuse ion profile.  As in the sharp case, the redshift gets 

reduced as the temperature increases from 5.1 keV to 9 keV due to warm plasma 

dispersion.  The redshift then increases again as the temperature increase also results 

in a more diffuse equilibrium electron density.   
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The low frequency feature observed in the sharp profile case is also present in 

the diffuse profile case.  At an electron temperature of 1.3 keV the low frequency 

resonance has developed two prominent absorption peaks.   The low frequency 

response broadens with increasing temperature.  This is explained by the increasing 

population of energetic electrons that have higher orbital frequencies.  The decreasing 

amplitude is a consequence of the interplay between factors contributing to the work 

done on the electrons Eq. (32).  As temperature increases, the RMS orbit size 

increases a shown in Appendix.  This allows more electrons into the halo region 

where the perturbed field is stronger.  However, with higher temperature the shape of 

the perturbed field is modified; the amplitude becoming reduced in the halo region.  

The result is that in the diffuse profile case the second factor is stronger and the 

amplitude of the response drops. 

Figures 2.10(a) and 2.10(b) show the resonant bands at 1.3 keV for w 

corresponding to the laser frequency, 
  

2πc / 800nm( ), and wp/√2 respectively.   With 

the diffuse ion profile at 800 nm, there are many more electrons resonant with the 

laser electric field for n=1 compared with the sharp ion profile.  The large number of 

electrons resonant with the field also contributes to the relatively large polarizability 

at low frequencies for the diffuse ion profile.  At wp/√2 there are far fewer resonant 

electrons for n=2 and n=3.   

To highlight the differences between the single temperature results for each 

density profile we examine the imaginary component of the dipole spectrum for the 

sharp ions and diffuse ions with 1.3 keV and 26 keV electrons respectively.   Figure 

2.11 shows the low frequency absorption peaks and near absence, due to broadening, 
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of the traditional dielectric resonance for the diffuse profile at 1.3 keV.  The sharp ion 

profile at 1.3 keV exhibits the traditional dielectric peak, albeit red-shifted.  At 26 

keV the sharp and diffuse ion profiles yield similar results.    

 

2.4.4 Linear Cluster Polarizability Throughout Evolution 

We now examine the linear polarizability of a cluster at different times 

throughout its evolution with parameters described in the beginning of this section.  

At each time during our PIC simulation we have found the cold and hot electron 

temperature, fraction of each species, and equilibrium boundary electric field.    

Figures 2.12(a) shows the cold and hot electron temperatures, while Figure 2.12(b) 

shows the fraction of hot electrons and electron RMS radius normalized to the initial 

RMS radius.   

Both the hot and cold temperatures increase as the cluster gains energy from 

the electric field, until the laser intensity ramps down.  The hot electrons gain energy 

from their strong interaction with the laser electric field; their larger orbital 

excursions take them outside the cluster core to a region of high electric field.  The 

hot electrons can then undergo the transit time resonance and steadily gain energy [4]. 

The cold electrons obtain energy through collisions with the ions, which are 

accelerated outward by the growing halo of hot electrons.  As the laser intensity 

ramps down, the power coupled into the cluster begins to decline, and the hot 

electrons give up energy via acceleration of the ion core.   
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Figures 2.13(a) and 2.13(b) show the results of our kinetic calculation, where 

we have applied a smoothing function to the results in the time domain with a 

damping constant of .018 wp.   Each spectrum is offset by 10(a2/2).   The dielectric 

resonance at wp/√2 starts relatively broad and further broadens throughout the cluster 

evolution.  The dielectric resonance starts red shifted at 54 fs, becomes increasingly 

red shifted until 188 fs, and then blue shifts from 188 fs to 215 fs.  The early red 

shifting results from the core electrons that contribute the bulk of the plasma density, 

while maintaining a low temperature (Figure 2.12).  The first order thermal correction 

to the plasma dispersion is thus small, and the redshift continues to increase as the 

cluster electrons become more diffuse.  At 188 fs the number of hot electrons has 

become appreciable and their temperature is high enough to contribute a thermal 

correction to the cold plasma dispersion, resulting in the blue shift.   The expansion of 

the cluster and increase in temperature continue to compete throughout the rest of the 

cluster evolution leading to a non-monotonic spectral shift.  For times later than 295 

fs the cluster has begun to explode and the plasma frequency of the cluster core 

begins to drop.  The redshift then transitions to an actual change in the dielectric 

resonant frequency.     

At low frequencies we see the enhancement of the polarizability due to the 

electron bounce resonance.  The increase in temperature and number of hot electrons 

as the cluster evolves provides a stronger interaction of the cluster with the laser field, 

providing the increased enhancement over time.   The hot electrons, having larger 

orbital excursions, leave the cluster core where they experience the unshielded laser 
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electric field.   The laser field does work on the electrons resulting in the observed 

enhancement of the polarizability.    

 

2.5 Summary and Conclusions 

We have developed a fully kinetic, two temperature, linear model for the 

cluster polarizability in 2D.  The Vlasov-Poisson system of equations was solved for 

the cluster equilibrium, and linearized with respect to the electric field for 

determining the cluster dipole response.  In a cluster the electron plasma frequency 

far exceeds the ion plasma frequency, and hence the ions are treated as frozen.  Based 

on this model, we have developed a code to solve for the cluster polarizability.  The 

code uses temperatures, ion densities, and boundary electric fields from a PIC 

simulation for determination of the cluster equilibrium [4].  In the large radius limit 

the electric field was matched onto the applied laser field.  By applying the laser field 

as an impulse we have determined the response of the cluster to all frequencies 

simultaneously.    

The first order electron distribution function is found by integrating the 

equilibrium electron orbits through the first order potential.  As a result, this model 

accounts for the non- local response of individual electrons to an applied laser field.  

The polarizability is calculated by determining the ratio of the dipole moment, based 

on the first order electron density, and the applied electric field.   The code was 

validated by comparing the kinetic results of a uniform ion profile with a single 

electron species at 51 eV to the results of a zero temperature fluid model.   
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We have calculated cluster polarizabilities for three cases.  In the first case we 

used an essentially uniform ion density, and varied the electron temperature while 

maintaining a fixed charge imbalance.    The second case examined a diffuse ion 

profile for different electron temperatures.   The final case explored the linear cluster 

response at different times during the cluster evolution.   All of these results show a 

strong cluster response at frequencies much lower than the standard dielectric 

resonance, 
  
ω

p
/ 2 .   We have concluded that this response is due to the electron 

bounce resonance.  The electron motion was shown to have two frequencies, a radial 

bounce frequency, and a rotational frequency.  When the proper frequency matching 

condition between the orbital frequencies and laser frequency is met,  ω = nωr ± ωθ , 

the laser field is able to do a large amount of work on the electron.  The electrons then 

have a larger effective orbital radius, and contribute to an enhanced dipole moment.  

The amplitude and width of response is determined by the first order cluster potential 

and the RMS radius of electrons in the cluster.  Typically the low frequency response 

is due to the n=1 resonance.  The bounce resonance also contributes to structure at 

frequencies close to 
  
ω

p
/ 2  for n=2 and 3.  The response at these frequencies tends 

to be lower, however, as the detuning between the frequencies gets amplified by the 

factor n.     

In addition to the structure contributed by the bounce resonance, the standard 

dielectric response had a temperature dependent spectral shift.  This shift was the 

result of two competing effects: blue shifts from temperature corrections to the cold 

plasma dispersion and red shifts due to a decrease in the equilibrium electron density 
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gradient with increasing temperature.  The resonance is also substantially broadened 

by the combined effects of the diffuse ion density profile and electron temperature. 

During the evolution of the cluster, the amplitude of the low frequency 

polarizability follows the heating of the cluster.  As the temperature and number of 

the hot electrons rises the low frequency amplitude increases.  At late times, when the 

cluster has started to cool through expansion, the low frequency response decreases as 

the hot electron temperature falls.  The high frequency dielectric resonance almost 

disappears at late times when a large number of hot electrons are able to shield the 

cluster core from the laser field.    

 

2.6 Appendix 
 

To see that the RMS radius increases as a function of temperature consider the 

integral definition of the RMS radius 

                                         
  
< r 2(Te ) > rms= r 2no(r ,Te )d 2r

0

∞

∫ .                                       (38) 

Inserting the density found from the equilibrium Vlasov equation and differentiating 

with respect to Te we have                                              

                        
  

d
dTe

< r 2(Te ) >=
qno

Te

[
dφo(r)

dTe

−
φo(r )

Te0

∞

∫ ]r 2eqφo (r ) / Te d2r                    (39)                                           

In order for the RMS radius to increase then we can show that 

  d(qφo) / dTe − qφo / Te > 0 for all radii.  We rewrite this condition equivalently 

                                              
  

d
dTe

qφo

Te







> 0 .                                                        (40) 
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We proceed by considering the Poisson equation in one dimension.   We can 

rewrite the equilibrium as the integral equation                                

                                   
8 ( ln[ ] )ion e e

d r
q n n T

ξ
ξ π ξ ξ

=
−∫                                       (41) 

where we have used the substitution of variables   ξ = eqφo / Te .  We can then say that the 

integral above is some function  g(eqφo / Te ) = r / Te .  Inverting and taking the log we 

havethat   qφo / Te = G(r / Te ) , where G is the function defined by taking the 

operations described above.  We can now rewrite the temperature derivate in Eq. (40) 

in terms of a radial derivative.  Our condition now becomes                                                                         

                                                 
  
−

r
2Te

d
dr

qφo

Te







> 0                                               (42) 

This condition holds for all solutions to our equilibrium Poisson equation for all radii 

so long as the excess of charge is positive [see Eq. (12)].  Therefore the RMS electron 

radius increases monotonically with temperature.   

It is also worth noting that the increase in RMS radius from one temperature 

to the next becomes smaller and smaller.  We can see this by taking the second 

derivate of the RMS radius, which one can show is less than zero.   
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Fig 2.1 Comparison of electron density extracted from the PIC simulation (dotted 

line) and the result of our equilibrium calculation with parameters (Tc,Th) and (nc,nh) 

extracted from the PIC simulation (solid line) on the left axis.  The inset shows the 

same comparison on a vertical log-scale.  The corresponding electrostatic potential is 

plotted on the right scale.   
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Fig 2.2  Three sample electron trajectories.  The cluster radius here is 19 nm. 
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Fig 2.3 The two ion charge density profiles extracted from a PIC code for use in our 

calculation.  The sharp ion density profile (solid) has a very steep gradient at the 

cluster boundary.  The diffuse ion density profile (dotted) trails off smoothly as it 

approaches the calculation boundary.    
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Fig 2.4 Comparison of the real (top graphs) and imaginary (bottom graphs) 

components of the polarizability spectra from our time-domain kinetic calculation 

(solid line) and frequency domain fluid calculation (dotted line).  A small 

temperature, Te=51 eV, was used in the kinetic calculation.  (a) A smoothing factor of 

.0057 (0)pν ω=  is used; (b) the smoothing factor is .057 (0)pν ω= . 
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Fig 2.5 Comparison of the imaginary component of the polarizability spectra from 

our time-domain kinetic calculation with frozen particles (solid line), and frequency 

domain fluid calculation (dotted line).  In both cases a smoothing factor of 

.0057 (0)pν ω=  is used.  The number of electrons used was 27 and the grid spacing 

was reduced by a factor 5 to eliminate noise associated with fixed particle location.   
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Fig 2.6 Real, Fig. 2.6(a), and imaginary, Fig. 2.6(b), polarizability spectra resulting 

from the sharp ion profile.  Each spectrum has a vertical offset of 20(a2/2) and 

corresponds to a different electron temperature as labeled on the right.  The arrow 

demarcates where a cold-cluster dielectric resonance would be expected.   
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Fig 2.7 Contours of electron radial (left) and angular (right) frequencies in the energy-

angular momentum plane.   800 nm represents a contour level of 0.11.    The top 

graphs are at 1.3 keV and the bottoms graphs at 26 keV.  The equilibrium distribution 

function is plotted on the left to elucidate where the electrons are concentrated.    
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Fig 2.8 Resonant electron bands in the energy-angular momentum plane for the sharp 

ion profile and Te=1.3 keV.  (a) Bands determined by the condition 

.02r pn θω ω ω ω= − ± , where w corresponds to a wavelength of 800 nm.  The width 

.02 pω is chosen for illustrative purposes. (b) Bands determined by the condition 

.02r pn θω ω ω ω= + ± , where w=wp/√2.  The speckles are a numerical artifact.   
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Fig 2.9 Real, Fig. 2.9(a), and imaginary, Fig. 2.9(b), polarizability spectra resulting 

from the diffuse ion profile.  Each spectrum has a vertical offset of 20(a2/2) and 

corresponds to a different electron temperature as labeled on the right.  The arrow 

demarcates where a cold-cluster dielectric resonance would be expected.   
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Fig 2.10 Resonant electron bands in the energy-angular momentum plane for the 

diffuse ion profile with Te=1.3 keV.  (a) Bands determined by the 

condition .02r pn θω ω ω ω= − ± , where w corresponds to a wavelength of 800 nm.  

The width .02 pω is chosen for illustrative purposes. (b) Bands determined by the 

condition .02r pn θω ω ω ω= + ± , where w=wp/√2.  The speckles are a numerical 

artifact.   
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Fig 2.11 Comparison of the imaginary component of the polarizability resulting from 

the sharp (dotted) and diffuse (solid) ion profile at two different temperatures.  The 

top picture has Te=1.3 keV and the bottom Te=26 keV. 
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Fig 2.12 (a) On the left axis, the intensity profile (solid) used in irradiating the cluster 

in the PIC simulation.  On the right axis (log scale), hot and cold electron 

temperatures extracted from the PIC simulation as a function of time (dotted) right 

axis.  (b) On the left axis (log scale), the fraction of hot electrons extracted from the 

PIC simulation as a function of time (solid).  On the right axis, the RMS electron 

radius of the cluster (dotted).   
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Fig 2.13 Real, Fig. 2.13(a), and imaginary, Fig. 2.13(b), polarizability spectra at 

different times through the cluster evolution as labeled on the right.  Each spectrum 

has a vertical offset of 10(a2/2).  The spectra were smoothed by a factor .018 pν ω= .  

The arrow demarcates where a cold-cluster dielectric resonance would be expected.   
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Pulse Propagation and Electron Acceleration in Corrugated 
Plasma Channels 
 

3.1  Introduction 

Preformed plasma channels allow for the propagation of high intensity short laser 

pulses over distances unrestrained by vacuum diffraction and intensities unlimited by 

dielectric breakdown.  These properties make the preformed plasma channel ideal for 

applications that rely on long interaction lengths for efficient operation, including x-

ray lasers [37], harmonic generation [55], and laser wakefield accelerators [34-36,56-

59].   In particular, laser wakefield acceleration of electrons offers a promising 

alternative to conventional RF accelerators and has already produced beams of 

electrons at hundreds of MeV in only several millimeters [60]—a gradient three 

orders of magnitude higher than SLAC.  Wakefield acceleration, however, typically 

requires very expensive multi- terawatt laser systems.  These laser systems fail to fit 

on conventional laser tables, making wakefield accelerated electron beams 

inaccessible to smaller labs and unrealistic for use in small scale applications.      

Direct laser acceleration of electrons has been proposed as a lower power 

alternative to laser wakefield acceleration.  Laser wakefield acceleration relies on the 

non- linear ponderomotive force of the laser pulse to generate an electrostatic wave 

that accelerates the electrons.  As a result, the accelerating gradient is quadratic in the 

laser amplitude.  In direct laser acceleration, the laser field itself accelerates the 

electrons; the accelerating gradient is linear in the laser field amplitude.  This linearity 

allows for a direct laser acceleration scheme that could potentially outperform laser 

wakefield acceleration.   
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Direct acceleration is, however, limited by the Lawson-Woodward theorem 

(LWT) which states: the energy gain of an electron traveling at nearly the speed of 

light accelerated by a laser pulse in vacuum over an infinite distance is zero [61,62].  

Each direct acceleration scheme has thus focused on overcoming one of the 

underlying assumptions of this theorem to achieve net energy gain.  The inverse 

Cherenkov accelerator was one of the first experiments to demonstrate net energy 

gain via direct electron acceleration [63].  The observed accelerating gradient of 

31 /MeV m  (the maximum energy gain was a few MeV), although modest compared 

to wakefield gradients, provided proof of principle for direct acceleration.  The 

experiment consisted of radially polarized laser light pulse passed through an axicon 

lens incident on a gas cell at the Cherenkov angle.  The electron beam propagated 

along the axis of the gas cell.  The presence of the gas cell overcomes the vacuum 

assumption of the LWT.  In particular, the presence of the dielectric lowered the 

phase velocity of the laser light, allowing for phase matching with the electron beam 

over the length of the gas cell.  The dielectric that allows for direct acceleration in the 

inverse Cherenkov accelerator also presents its limitation.  For larger laser intensities 

14 2( 1 10 / )W cm×∼ , which can provide more competitive gradients, dielectric 

breakdown of the gas occurs.  The phase velocity of the laser light in the resulting 

plasma is superluminal precluding phase matching.   

Direct acceleration has also been demonstrated in the semi- infinite vacuum 

scheme [64].  For a proof of principle experiment, the peak acceleration was found to 

be 40 /MeV m  comparable to inverse Cherenkov radiation, but maximum energy 

gains were only on the order of tens of keV.  The semi- infinite vacuum accelerator 
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uses linearly polarized laser light incident at an angle to the propagation axis of a 

relativistic electron beam.  The projection of the electric field onto the electron beam 

propagation axis provides the accelerating gradient.  The interaction length is 

terminated after a finite length by the presence of a gold plated dielectric.  The 

presence of the terminating boundary allows a population of properly phased 

electrons to gain energy, breaking the symmetry of equal phasing and dephasing 

periods over an infinite interaction length predicted by the LWT.  Because the 

electron beam is never properly phase matched to the laser light, extending the 

interaction length will not result in larger maximum energies as with wakefield and 

inverse Cherenkov accelerators.  Furthermore, in the experiments, the incident angle 

of the laser beam with the electron beam was small (~16 )mrad .   The amplitude of 

the electric field projected onto the electron propagation is thus significantly lower 

than its peak value.    

The vacuum beat wave accelerator has been proposed as a two laser method for 

direct electron acceleration [65,66].  The scheme utilizes the laser beams’ magnetic 

forces to achieve acceleration, which are neglected in the LWT.  The accelerator 

involves copropagating two circularly polarized beams each at a different frequency 

with a relativistic electron beam.  The beating of the two laser beams via 

the v B×
vv force on the electrons results in an axially directed ponderomotive force that 

accelerates the electron beam.   The phase velocity of the beat wave can be 

subluminal and hence matched to the electron velocity.  Limitations on the interaction 

length arise, however, due to the vacuum diffraction of the laser light.   
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The use of plasma waveguides for direct electromagnetic acceleration has been 

previously suggested by Serafim et. al. [40], who proposed guiding a radially 

polarized laser pulse to accelerate a copropagating relativistic electron beam.  For a 

parabolic plasma density profile, the pulse guides as a transverse magnetic mode.  

The radial component rE  is a hollow mode with a peak intensity at / 2chr w= , 

where the channel radius, chw , is given by ( )1/41/2 2
,(2 ) 2 /ch p ow c ω′′=  and 2

,p oω′′  is the 

second spatial derivative of the plasma frequency.  The accelerating field is the 

associated axial component zE , which is smaller by a factor of / chwλ∼ , where λ is 

the laser wavelength.  The axial electric field peaks at 0r = and passes through zero 

at chr w= .  The magnetic field, Bθ , is purely in the azimuth and has the same radial 

profile as rE .  Following reference [40], the peak axial acceleration gradient from 

hollow mode guiding in a plasma channel is given by 

1/2 2 1/2 1[ / ] 0.1 / [ ]z chE GeV cm P w W mλ −= , where P is the peak laser power in W .  For a 

1 TW laser pulse with 800 nmλ =  in a channel supporting 15chw mµ= , zE is an 

impressive 30 /GeV m∼ .  If the interaction length is long enough (which determines 

the total energy gain), this could compare favorably to laser wakefield accelerators 

and at much lower power:  Malka et al. used a 30 TW  laser to produce an 

acceleration gradient of ~ 70 /GeV m  (200 MeV over 3 mm ) [67]. 

Serafim et al.’s scaling also suggests that for long enough interaction lengths 

direct acceleration in the plasma waveguide could outperform the aforementioned 

direct acceleration schemes.  The plasma waveguide overcomes three limitations of 

these methods.  By using a plasma instead of neutral gas, there is no limitation on the 
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intensity of the accelerating laser as with the inverse Cherenkov accelerator.  The 

natural axial field arising from the propagation of a radial polarized electric field 

eliminates the need for using the projection of the linearly polarized field as in the 

semi- infinite vacuum accelerator.  A plasma channel with a negative radial gradient 

in the index of refraction (positive gradient in the plasma density) provides total 

internal reflections of the laser, eliminating diffraction—the limitation of the vacuum 

beat wave accelerator.      

Extending the interaction length in the plasma waveguide is, however, a problem.  

The phase velocity of the laser is superluminal and the axial accelerating electric field 

cannot be phase matched to an electron beam.  An electron traveling at nearly 

c would slip 2π  out of phase with the accelerating field after traveling a dephasing 

length 2 2 2 1( / 2 / )d o cr chL n n wλ λ π −= + , where on  is the on-axis electron plasma 

density of the channel and crn  is the critical plasma electron density for wavelength 

λ  [68].  The electron gains no net energy: it would accelerate for a distance / 2dL , 

and then decelerate an equal amount over the next / 2dL .   

The experimentally created corrugated plasma waveguide shown in Fig. 3.1 could 

quasi-phase match the laser and electron beam [15].  This can be viewed in two ways.  

The axially periodic plasma density provides a local phase velocity that is faster in 

regions of high density and slower in regions of low density.   If the laser-electron 

dephasing length dL  and the corrugation period are matched, the symmetry between 

acceleration and deceleration in a dephasing cycle is broken, and a properly phased 

electron will gain net energy; this process can be viewed as the inverse of transition 

radiation [69].  Alternatively, the guided mode can be viewed as a composition of 
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Fourier spatial harmonics due to the presence of the axially periodic density.  For the 

proper corrugation period, the phase velocity of the spatial harmonics is subluminal, 

and can be matched to the electron beam velocity.  Matching the corrugation period 

to the laser-electron dephasing length dL is equivalent to matching the phase velocity 

of a spatial harmonic to the electron velocity.   

 The goal of this section is to examine laser pulse propagation and electron beam 

dynamics in the corrugated plasma waveguide and to demonstrate that large gradients 

(~10 / )GeV m over long interaction lengths (~ 2 )cm are possible.  In section 3.2 we 

present an analytic model for pulse propagation that provides insight into to the field 

structure inside a corruga ted plasma waveguide.  The pulse propagation is examined 

using the slowly varying envelope approximation.  The electron density profile used 

models that shown in Figure 3.1, and allows for an analytic solution to the wave 

equation.  With the field solution, we derive a scaling law for electron energy gain, 

and compare it to wakefield acceleration and other direct acceleration schemes in 

section 3.3.  Section 3.4 includes calculations and analysis of fully relativistic 

electron trajectories in the laser electromagnetic field.  The calculations are also used 

to validate the scaling law.  Section 3.5 contains the conclusions.   

 

 

3.2  Laser Pulse Propagation in the Corrugated Plasma Waveguide 

We start with the radial component of the laser vector potential:                                                 

                   ˆ ( , , )exp[ ( )] . .r o oA A r z t i k z t c cω⊥ = − +                                     (43) 
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where ok and oω are the central wave number and frequency of the laser pulse 

respectively. We assume the pulse remains azimuthally symmetric for all time, and 

consider corrugated plasma channels that have sufficiently low electron densities such 

that the plasma frequency satisfies p oω ω<< , where 2 24 ( , ) /p e ee n r z mω π= , e is the 

electron charge, em  the electron mass, and en  is the electron density.  In this regime 

the envelope ˆ
rA  evolves on the time scale 2/o pω ω  which is much longer than the laser 

period, 2 / oπ ω . The slowly varying envelope equation then determines the evolution 

of the laser pulse: 

                    
2

2 2

( , )1 1 1 ˆ ˆ2 p
o r r

r z
ik r A A

z c t r r r r c

ω ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  + + − =  ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  
                            (44) 

where o ok cω = , and we have assumed that the electron plasma responds linearly and 

as a non-relativistic cold fluid.  We will examine the validity of this assumption in 

Appendix I.  The 2r − factor in Eq. (44) arises from the cylindrical symmetry of the 

problem.  For solutions of Eq (44) the appropriate boundary condition at the origin 

is ˆ ( 0, , ) 0rA r z t= = .   To determine the boundary condition at r = ∞ we must consider 

the electron density profile, ( , )en r z .  For cases of interest the plasma channel 

effectively guides the laser pulse and we may consider ˆ ( , , ) 0rA r z t→ ∞ = . 

Because the laser-electron dephasing length dL  depends on the electron's 

velocity, acceleration of sub-relativistic electrons would require a structure with a 

either a graded modulation period or an axial taper of the electron density to ensure 

that the electron remained phase matched to the laser over the entire interaction 

length.  For mathematical simplicity we consider a fixed modulation period and an 
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axially uniform background density, suited to acceleration of electrons with 1γ >>  

for which the relativistic electron velocity depends only weakly on gamma and dL is 

nearly constant. We limit our analysis to a periodic electron density profile that 

models Fig. 3.1,  

                                    2( , ) [1 sin( )] / 2e o m on r z n k z n rδ ′′= + + ,                      (45) 

whereδ is the relative amplitude of the density modulation, on ′′ determines the radial 

dependence, and mk is the wave number describing the axial periodicity of the 

channel.  For large radii the solution to Eq. (44) is evanescent as the local transverse 

wave number, 2 2 2( ) ( , ) ( )p zck r z ckω ω⊥ − −∼ , necessarily passes through zero at 

some radius, and becomes purely imaginary.  This is consistent with our boundary 

condition, ˆ ( , , ) 0rA r z t→ ∞ = , or equivalently the density profile is taken to be 

lossless.   In Appendix II we examine the loss of pulse power from a leaky channel 

and provide a condition for which the lossless density profile is valid.  

The radial dependence, on′′ can also be modulated, but can lead to unstable 

oscillations in the laser spot size as demonstrated in Appendix III and discussed in 

reference [41].  These oscillations can lead to significant leakage of pulse power from 

a plasma channel, which cannot be captured by our present analytic model.  

Furthermore, exact solutions to Eq. (44) with the density profile in Eq. (45) exist, 

which will simplify analysis of the electron beam dynamics.  In arriving at Eq. (44) 

we have chosen a gauge in which the electrostatic potential 0Φ = .  Using this gauge 

and the fact that 0E∇ ⋅
v v ;  to order 2( / )pω ω∼ , we have that 0A∇ ⋅

vv ; .  Thus once rA  
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has been determined, zA and the axial electric field can be determined by the 

condition 0A∇ ⋅ =
vv

. 

The slowly varying envelope approximation neglects second derivatives 

in z and t  in the wave equation which are responsible for a subluminal group velocity.  

However, the group velocity can be explicitly restored by replacing 1 /c t− ∂ ∂  with 

1v /g t− ∂ ∂  in Eq. (44).  Here 2 2 2
,v / 1 / 2 4/( )g p o o chc k wω ω= − − , and we 

define 2 2
, (0, )p o p zzω ω=< > , where the brackets represent an average over z and 

( )1/41/2 2
,(2 ) 2 /ch p ow c ω′′=  is the width of the guided mode.  We note that the group 

velocity is strictly subluminal due to the presence of the background plasma and 

guiding channel.   

The lowest eigenmode solution of Eq. (44) is: 

                      
2 2 2 2/ ( v ) / ( )ˆ ( , , ) e ( ) ech g z mr w z t i i k nk zn

r o n
nch

r
A r z t A i J

w
σ ψ δψ− − − − + += ∑               (46)                    

where ( )nJ ψ is the thn order Bessel function of the first kind, 2 2
, / 2p o o mc k kψ δω= , and 

1 2 2 2
,( / 2 4 / )o p o chk k c wδ ω−= − + . We take the pulse to have a Gaussian temporal shape 

with duration / vz gσ .  In Eq. (46), the laser pulse is written as a sum of spatial 

harmonics.  The harmonics have a relative amplitude given by ( )nJ ψ .  For our 

experimental conditions of 2
,( / ) ( / ) 1p o o o mk kω ω << , 1ψ << , and ( ) ~ / 2 !n n

nJ nψ ψ .  

For small ψ  the relative amplitude drops rapidly with increasing harmonic number.  

Thus only the first few spatial harmonics contribute to the electromagnetic field 
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structure in the corrugated plasma waveguide.  This is seen in Fig. 3.2(a) which 

shows the relative amplitude for 0,1,2,3n =  spatial harmonics as a function of ψ .   

By forming the ratio of oω  to k , and using the fact that ,o mk nk kδ>> , we 

obtain the effective phase velocity ,vp n  for the thn spatial harmonic: 

                                 
2

, ,
2 2

v 4
1

2 ( )
p n p om

o o ch

nk
c k k w

ω

ω
− + +; .                            (47) 

It should be mentioned that for very large values of n , o mk nk>>  is no longer valid, 

but as demonstrated above the amplitude of these modes is negligible.  The last two 

terms in Eq. (47) are responsible for the superluminal phase velocity in uncorrugated 

plasma channels.  The second term, due to the axial periodicity of plasma, allows for 

subluminal phase velocities.  The condition for subluminal phase velocity can then be 

expressed in terms of the laser and channel parameters: 

2 2 2[ / 2 4/( ) ]m o p o chnk k k wω ω> + .  Figure 3.2(b) depicts the phase velocity of the 

0,1,2,3n =  spatial harmonics as a function modulation period for experimental 

parameters used in reference [15].  As expected the funadamental laser mode ( 0)n =  

is strictly superluminal.  The 1n =  spatial harmonic becomes subluminal for 

modulations periods of ~ 300 mµ ; modulations of similar period have been created 

in experiments [15], which is promising for future experiments on direct acceleration.    

 The local nature of the laser phase velocity is apparent upon rewriting the sum 

in Eq. (46): 

                               ( )exp[ ] exp[ cos( )]n
n m m

n

i J ink z i k zψ ψ=∑ .                        (48) 
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We find the local wavenumber by taking the gradient of ( ) cos( )o mk k z k zδ ψ ψ+ − + . 

The local phase velocity of the guided mode is then 

                         [ ]
2

p ,
2 2

v ( ) 4
1 1 sin( )

2 ( )
p o

m
o ch

z
k z

c k w

ω
δ

ω
+ + +; .             (49) 

In regions of high density, (1/2 2 )mk z π= + l , where l  is an integer, the phase 

velocity is a maximum, and in regions of low density (3/2 2 )mk z π= + l  the phase 

velocity is a minimum.  The difference in local phase velocity between peak and 

minimum density is 2
pv ( / )pδ ω ω∆ = .  Figure 3.2(c) shows the local phase velocity 

as a function of axial distance. We note that the local phase velocity is always 

superluminal.  Equation (48) also demonstrates that the spatial harmonics of the 

guided mode are a result of periodic phase modulations in the laser due to the axial 

periodic plasma density.  Furthermore, the relative amplitude of the spatial harmonics 

is determined by the amplitude of the phase modulation,ψ .   

 

3.3  Scaling Law and Comparison to Other Schemes 

With an analytic expression for the electromagnetic field in the corrugated 

plasma waveguide, a scaling law for the electron energy gain via quasi-phase 

matched direct acceleration can be derived.  We start with the expression for the 

energy gain of an electron in an electric field 

                              3 v
e

q A
dt

m c t
γ

∂
∆ = − ⋅

∂∫
v

v ,                           (50) 
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where 21 / ep m cγ = + v .  We consider an electron with initial conditions 

( , v ) (0,0)rr = , and ,( , v ) ( , v )z o z oz z= , where ,v z o  is assumed to be close enough to 

c such that (1 v / ) 1z oc tω− <<  over the process of acceleration; the electron energy is 

high enough such that γ  depends weakly on velocity, and phase slippage due to 

acceleration can be neglected.  Recalling that the axial electric field provides the 

acceleration, we have 

                                    22 Re z
e

q
iAdt

m c
ω

γ  ∆ = −  ∫
v

.   (51) 

The 1n =  spatial harmonic is chosen to be phase matched to the electron 

because it is the largest amplitude mode that also supports a subluminal phase 

velocity.  For phase matching, the phase velocity of the 1n =  spatial harmonic is set to 

c , which can be accomplished experimentally by adjusting the corrugation period: 

2 2 2[ / 2 4/( ) ]m o p o chk k k wω ω= + .  Although the electron has been phase matched to the 

1n =  spatial harmonic, every spatial harmonic contributes to the energy change of the 

electron.  Upon inserting the axial vector potential into Eq. (51), we find the energy 

contribution of each spatial harmonic to scale as ~ ( )sin[ ( 1) ] /( 1)n n mJ ck n t nγ ψ∆ − − .  

The contribution from all the harmonics is oscillatory except for the phase matched 

1n =  harmonic, which provides linear energy gain as a function of time: 

1 1~ ( ) mJ ck tγ ψ∆ .  This is shown in Fig. 3.2(d).  Not only do the higher harmonics 

oscillate in time, their energy contribution is small due to the coefficient ( )nJ ψ .  

Because acceleration will occur over distances much longer than the modulation 
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period, we can neglect the contribution from the non-phase matched harmonics.  The 

expression for the time-dependent energy gain is then  

                          
12

2 2

2
2 1 p

o
ch ch

ct
a

w w

λ
γ δ

π

−
   

∆ +   
    

; ,                        (52) 

where ,2 /p p ocλ π ω= . 

As discussed in the previous section, the group velocity of the guided mode in 

the channel is subluminal.  An electron traveling at approximately c will then outrun 

the pulse in the pulse length dephasing time, ~ /( v )z gt cσ − , which places a limit on 

the interaction time.  Upon some algebra, we then obtain an expression for the pulse 

length limited energy gain in quasi-phase matched direct acceleration:   

                    
22 2

2 2

2
4 1p pz

oQPMA
ch ch

a
w w

λ λσ
γ δ

λ π

−
    

∆ +          
; .                   (53) 

The energy gain scales linearly with both the amplitude of the density 

modulations,δ , and the field amplitude oa .  Because thinner plasma channels can 

support higher axial electric fields, the energy gain is inversely proportional to chw .  

The interaction length can be extended by increasing the pulse length, zσ , or by 

increasing the group velocity, which is represented by the factor 

( ) ( ) 22 2 2 2/ 1 2 /p p chwλ λ λ π
−

+  in Eq. (53).  

 Eq. (53) can be compared to similar equations predicting the energy gain in 

other acceleration schemes.  For the comparison, we consider parameters similar to 

those used in reference [15]:  a laser wavelength 800 nmλ = , matched beam width 

of 15w mµ= , normalized amplitude .25oa =  (corresponding to a laser power of 
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2 TW ), pulse length 300t fsσ = , on axis plasma density 18 37 10on cm−= ×  , 

corrugation amplitude .9δ = , and modulation period of  .035mT cm=  (these 

parameters will be used throughout the rest of the paper unless otherwise stated).  A 

slightly larger density amplitude modulation is used, which may be obtainable upon 

further experimental exploration.  With these parameters, the predicted energy gain 

for direct acceleration in the corrugated plasma waveguide is 1000
QPMA

γ∆ ∼ .   

By comparison, the dephasing- limited energy gain for resonant laser-

wakefield acceleration is [70] 

                                    
12 22

2 1/2 2 2
1

(1 /2)
p po

LWFA
o ch

a
a w

λ λ
γ

λ π

−
  

∆ +    +    
;  .          (54)                      

For the parameters listed, ~14
LWFA

γ∆ .  As expected, direct acceleration produces 

higher gradients at lower laser powers.  In the best case scenario, for semi- infinite 

vacuum acceleration the energy gain is given by / 2o oSIVA
aγ γ∆ ;  [44], where oγ  is 

the initial electron energy; this only provides an energy gain of 13
SIVA

γ∆ ∼ .  The 

energy scaling for vacuum beat wave acceleration is given as [45] 

                                
2

2 2 2 1

1 2

8 1o c h
f o

a w λ
γ γ π

λ λ
   

= + −   
   

.                             (55) 

For 1 22λ λ= the predicted energy gain is 9
VBWA

γ∆ ∼ .  For parameters achievable on 

an actual table top laser at low power, the scaling laws predict that the energy gain in 

quasi-phase matched acceleration exceed those of other schemes by at least an order 

of magnitude.  The derived scaling law for quasi-phase matched acceleration will be 

validated in the next section.   
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3.4  Beam Dynamics 

To study electron beam dynamics and validate the energy scaling, we integrate 

the fully relativistic electron equations of motion in the laser electromagnetic field 

determined by Eqs. (44) and (45), and the condition that 0A∇ ⋅ =
vv

, while neglecting 

space-charge effects.  After the electromagnetic forces have been found, we provide 

estimates on the maximum beam density for which neglecting the space charge is 

valid. 

 

3.4.1 Equations of Motion 

We write the generalized electron equation of motion as: 

                                - v
dp q A

A
dt c t

 ∂
= − ×∇× ∂ 

vv vvv
                            (56) 

where vep mγ=v v  and 2 21 | / |ep m cγ = + v .  Recalling that / , / 1ch pwλ ω ω << , we can 

write the three simplified components of  Eq. (56) in terms of A⊥ : 

                                                                           

                  
2

2
3

v ˆ1 1r z

e

dp L
q r A

dt m r c r
κ κ −

⊥
 ∂  = + − + ∇⋅  ∂  

v
     (57) 

                  .L const=                                                                      (58) 

                ( ) 2vˆ ˆ1z rdp
q r r A

dt c r
κ κ −

⊥
 ∂  = − ∇ ⋅ − + ∇⋅  ∂  

v v
,             (59) 

where 2
eL m rγ θ= & , 2( , ) 2( ) /o zz t ik z ctκ σ= − − , and taking twice the real part, 2Re[] , 

is understood, but not symbolically written. 
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The first term in Eq. (57) is the force due to the transverse electric field.  The last two 

terms, proportional to vz , are the contribution from the magnetic field (the 

v B×
vv force).  The last term, in particular, is a contribution due to the finite spot size of 

the laser, which will have important consequences on the transverse dynamics.  The 

constancy of 2
eL m rγ θ= &  is a result of using the azimuthally symmetric, lowest 

transverse magnetic mode of the channel.  The first force in the z direction is simply 

the z component of the laser electric field which will accelerate the electron to high 

energies.  The second force which is smaller by ( / )(v / )chw cλ ⊥∼  is the contribution 

to the longitudinal Lorentz force from the magnetic field.  For this paper, we consider 

electron beams with zero initial beam divergence, ˆ( , , 0) ( , , 0)b bJ r z t J r z t z= = =
v

, 

where bJ is the electron beam current density.  In this case, the force from the second 

term in Eq. (59) is small over the entire interaction length, and the z component of 

the laser electric field provides the dominant force (even if v c⊥ ; , / 1chwλ << ).  We 

do, however, keep this term in our simulation, but neglect it in our analysis later on.  

Eqs. (57-59) are integrated over the waveguide- limited interaction time, which is the 

time it takes an electron going nearlyc  to travel the length of the waveguide.  For our 

simulations the waveguide length is set to 1.8 cm corresponding to waveguides 

created in reference [15].  It should be noted that for our case, the waveguide limited 

interaction time is less than the pulse length dephasing time by a factor of 2∼ ; the 

maximum energy gain will thus be limited by the waveguide length.   
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3.4.2 Scaling Law Validation  

To validate the scaling law, the electron trajectories were initiated on axis 

from 10 mµ− to 11 mµ−  behind the peak of pulse (one micron is approximately a 

wavelength or a percent of the full width half maximum).   The initial transverse 

momentum of the electrons was set to zero, and the initial axial momentum, /z ep m c , 

was set to three different values: 30, 100, and 1000.  Figure 3.3 shows a comparison 

of our scaling law from Eq. (53) with simulated electron trajectories that have been 

phase selected to produce the highest energy gain over the waveguide limited 

interaction length.  In Fig. 3.3(a), the effective phase velocity of the 1n = spatial 

harmonic is matched to three different initial electron velocities by tuning the 

modulation period, which could be accomplished experimentally by inserting imaging 

optics in the radially modulated channel formation beam shown in Fig. 3.1.   For an 

initial energy of 30oγ =  the electron begins to accelerate but quickly becomes 

dephased from the 1n = spatial harmonic as its velocity increases.  The electron is 

then decelerated and again becomes phase matched.  For 100oγ =  the electron and 

slow wave remain phase matched longer; the increase in electron energy results in a 

small change to its velocity.  The electron does begin to outrun the slow wave 

towards the end of the waveguide.  As expected, we see the best agreement with the 

scaling law for an initial energy of 1000oγ = .  The electron’s velocity remains 

essentially constant, and phase matching is maintained over the entire waveguide.   

In Fig. 3.3(b) the phase velocity of the 1n = spatial harmonic was set to c for 

all three initial electron energies.  The 30oγ =  trajectory never catches up with the 

spatial harmonic and experiences alternating regions of acceleration and deceleration 
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as the slow wave continually sweeps past it.   The 100oγ =  electron gains more 

energy than when it started phase matched with the spatial harmonic.  Before the 

electron begins to dephase, it is accelerated up to the slow wave phase velocity.  The 

electron spends more time in the acceleration phase and as a result gains more energy.  

For 1000oγ =  the change is minimal; the phase velocity for the 1n = spatial harmonic 

in the previous case was essentially c already.   

The limitations of our scaling law are apparent in Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b).  The 

scaling law assumed phase matching over the entire interaction length, and cannot be 

applied to lower energies for the distances considered here, explaining the large 

discrepancy for 30oγ =  and 100oγ = .  As stated previously, for low initial energies 

gradients in the modulation period or background density are required to maintain 

phase matching over longer distances.  Furthermore, our scaling law assumes a 

constant pulse amplitude over the entire pulse length (a flat top pulse), whereas the 

pulse in the simulation was Gaussian.  The discrepancy in the slope of the scaling law 

and the energy gain of the 1000γ = particle is a result of the smaller field amplitude 

experienced by the electron as it moves through the pulse.  The resulting energy gains 

from the simulations for 100oγ =  are still at least an order of magnitude better than 

the energy gains from both laser wakefield acceleration and other direct acceleration 

schemes.   

A simple Hamiltonian model for the longitudinal dynamics explains the 

features observed in Fig. 3.3.  We start with equations describing the evolution of the 

energy and phase of an electron: 
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                                          ˆ cos( )o o

d
k a

dz
γ

ϕ=                          (60) 

                                          
v ( )

o

z

d
k

dz
ωϕ

γ
= −                             (61) 

where okz tϕ ω= − , o mk k k kδ= + + , 1ˆ 4 ( ) /o o o cha J a k wψ= , and it has been assumed 

that the electron starts on axis near the peak of the pulse.  From Eqs. (60) and (61) we 

find that the Hamiltonian is given by 

                                 ( )2ˆ sin( ) 1o oH k k aγ ϕ γ= − + − .                 (62) 

We note that ,1/ v /o pk k c= where ,1v p  is the phase velocity of the 1n = spatial 

harmonic. H contains no explicit dependence on z and thus / 0dH dz =  or 

( , ) ( , )o oH Hγ ϕ γ ϕ= , where oγ  and oϕ are the initial relativistic factor and phase of 

the electron respectively.     

For mathematical simplicity, we first consider the case when / 1ok k =  or 

,1v p c= , corresponding to Fig. 3.3(b).  The electron velocity is then less than the 

1n =  phase velocity.  Eq. (62) then has one solution for ( )γ ϕ : 

                         
1 2

1

ˆ1 [ sin( )]
( )

ˆ2[ sin( )]
o o

o o

k H a
k H a

ϕ
γ ϕ

ϕ

−

−

+ +
=

+
.               (63)  

Setting / 0od dγ ϕ =  and solving for oϕ , we determine what initial phase results in the 

maximum energy gain: ,max / 2oϕ π= .  As expected, the maximum energy occurs 

when the electron starts at a zero of the accelerating field and experiences the entire 

accelerating phase as the slow wave passes by.  We will consider the motion of the 

maximum accelerated electron and thus set ( , /2)oH H γ π= .   
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 The denominator of Eq. (63) shows that there is a critical initial energy, 

, ˆ ˆ(1 4 ) / 4ocrit o oa aγ = + , which we rewrite for our parameters using the fact that ˆ 1oa <<                 

                                        
2

,
,4

m ch
ocrit

o p o

k w
a

ω
γ

δ ω

  
       

;  .                  (64) 

Above ,ocritγ , the electron will continually gain energy as it phase slips with respect to 

the field.  Furthermore, for energies above ,ocritγ , the electron phase slippage is 

limited; the electron can phase slip by at most 1
max ˆsin [ ( , ) / ]o o oH aϕ γ ϕ−= .  For 

energies below ,ocritγ , electrons can phase slip by 2π radians and, as a result, undergo 

energy oscillations as the slow wave fronts continually move past them.  The 

maximum energy for ,o ocritγ γ<  is ( /2)γ π− .  For our parameters , 81ocritγ ; ; both the 

100oγ =  and 1000oγ =  cases are above ,ocritγ , explaining their steady increase in 

energy. 30oγ =  is below ,ocritγ  which explains the energy oscillations.  Equation (64) 

also shows that the critical energy can be reduced by increasing the modulation 

period; for accelerating low energy electrons, longer modulation periods are 

preferable.   

 We now consider the case where the initial electron velocity is matched to the 

1n =  phase velocity, ,1 ,v vp z o= .  The Hamiltonian constant is given by 

ˆ( , ) /o o o o oH k k aγ ϕ γ= − , and because we are interested in relativistic electrons 

2/ 1 1 / 2o ok k γ−; .  Solving Eq. (62) for γ , we have for large electron energies, 

ˆ / 2 1o oa γ >> , that 

                                     
( ) ˆ1 2 [1 sin( )]o o

o

a
γ ϕ

γ ϕ
γ

+ −; ,                   (65) 
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where the maximum energy gain is given by max ,( / )o ocrit oγ γ γ γ∆ = .  The large energy 

limit corresponds to our 1000oγ =  case in Fig. 3.3(a).  When the electron velocity 

and 1n =  phase velocity are initially matched there is a limit on the maximum energy 

gain due to the electron outrunning the slow wave.  Our parameters give 

4
max 1.2 10γ∆ ×; , which explains the similarity between Figs. 3.3(a) and 3.3(b); the 

1000oγ =  electron had not yet approached its maximum energy.  For lower electron 

energies ˆ / 2 1oaγ << , we have that 

                            
( ) ˆ ˆ1 2 [1 sin( )] [1 sin( )]o o

o

a a
γ ϕ

γ ϕ γ ϕ
γ

+ − + −; ,               (66) 

where the maximum energy gain is given by 1/2
max , ,[( / ) ( / 2 )]o ocrit o ocrit oγ γ γ γ γ γ∆ = + , 

and we have retained an extra order in 1 /2( / )o critγ γ  to better match our results.  When 

100oγ = , we find that max 210γ∆ ;  similar to the value found in Fig. 3.3(a).  The 

energy gain for the 100oγ = electron is limited when ,1 ,v vp z o= , explaining the higher 

yields in Fig. 3.3(b). 

Figures 3.3(a) and 3.3(b) also show a rapid oscillations due to the longitudinal 

force of the fundamental 0n =  laser mode, with the oscillation frequency determined 

by the difference between the laser fundamental phase velocity and the electron phase 

velocity, dcL .  Although not visible, the electron also undergoes rapid oscillations due 

to all other spatial harmonics at a frequency ( 1) mn ck− , but the amplitude of these 

oscillations becomes diminishingly small as n  is increased ~ / 2 ( !)n n n nψ .   The 

rapid oscillations due to 0n = will become important when considering the transverse 

electron motion. 
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3.4.3 Transverse Dynamics 

 For examining the transverse dynamics of the electron beam, electrons were 

distributed uniformly in the axial direction from 1 mµ−  to 11 mµ−  behind the peak 

of the pulse and as a Gaussian in the radial direction with varying width, bσ .   The 

initial electron momentum was set to / 100z ep m c =  and the phase velocity of the 

1n = spatial harmonic was set to c .   

Figure 3.4 shows the final electron distribution functions as a function of 

momentum on a log scale after 60 ps , the waveguide limited interaction time.  When 

all the electrons start on axis ( 0)bσ = , the distribution function contains a quasi-

mono energetic peak at / 400z ep m c ; .  The distribution function is also asymmetric 

about the initial momentum.  For larger initial energies, we would expect a 

distribution function symmetric about the initial momentum; dephasing over the 

interaction length would be negligible, and an equal number of electrons would start 

in the accelerating phase as in the decelerating phase.  Here some electrons have the 

proper oz  (initial phase) to be accelerated up to the slow wave, which, as discussed 

above, can result in higher energies.  The remaining electrons are initially accelerated 

or decelerated based on their phase.  These electrons are never properly phase 

matched and their phase slippage results in a slow spreading of the distribution 

function about the initial momentum.   

As the width of the electron beam is increased from 0bσ =  to 9b mσ µ=  the 

quasi-monoenergetic peak is lost.  The increased electron beam radius places more 

electrons in the low amplitude periphery of the accelerating field, which decreases as 
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a function of radius, 2 21 2 /z chA r w∝ − .   Figure 3.5, which shows a comparison of the 

Gaussian widths of the electron beam to the axial field profile, suggests, however, 

that for 1b mσ µ=  and 3 mµ most of the electrons still experience the peak of the 

accelerating field.  The loss in the high energy peak is then a result of the transverse 

motion of the beam electrons.   

Some of the features of the transverse dynamics are depicted in the 

multimedia file linked in reference [71].  The movie shows a subset of electrons 

distributed uniformly in z from 10 mµ−  to 11 mµ−  behind the peak of the laser 

with 6b mσ µ= .  The vertical scale is radius and the horizontal scale is z ct− , 

following the movement of the electron beam; both scales are in microns.  The color 

scale is in units of energy normalized to rest mass and changes as the beam 

propagates.  The electrons in the decelerating phase experience a large transverse 

force and are expelled from the center of the electron beam.  The accelerated 

electrons remain mostly collimated towards the center of the beam, but undergo a 

slow transverse spreading.  The collimation of the higher energy electrons can be 

used for spatial filtering of the electron beam if quasi-mono energetic peaks are 

desired.  To examine the transverse dynamics in detail, we turn to the transverse 

equations of motion.   

 An electron displaced from the axis will experience two types of transverse 

force in the absence of space charge.  For an electron close to the axis, near the peak 

of the laser pulse, we can write the transverse equation of motion as 

                           
2

2 2
v vr

z z
ch o

dp q
A

dt c t z w ik ⊥

  ∂ ∂
 = + −  ∂ ∂   

.    (67) 
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Inserting the solution for A⊥ , and using the phase matching condition for the 

1n = spatial harmonic, we obtain an expression for the quasi-phase matched 

focusing/defocusing force due to the slow wave : 

 
2
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02 22 2 2
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qpm e o z
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= − + −  

 +    
.   (68) 

This is the transverse force associated with the phase matched axial accelerating 

force.  The axial and transverse forces are 90o out of phase.  As observed in the 

multimedia file, electrons in the maximum axial accelerating phase experience no 

quasi-phase matched focusing or defocusing.  The force is either focusing or 

defocusing depending on the phase of the electron, z .  In particular, for an axial 

uniform distribution of highly relativistic electrons for which o ok z tϕ ω= −  is constant 

over the entire interaction length an equal number of electrons experience focusing as 

defocusing.  From Eq. (68) we can estimate the shortest time scale for the growth of 

the focusing/defocusing for orbits slightly off axis as  

                            
1/35 /6

5

( )( )( )2
~

v 16 2
o ch o p m p

o z o

k w k kc
c a

λ λπ
τ

ω π δ

    
    −    

       (69)                          

For our parameters we find that ~12 psτ  for 100oγ = , consistent with simulated 

electron trajectories shown in the reference [71]. 

The terms proportional to zv  in Eq. (68) result from the v B×
vv contribution to 

the Lorentz force.  For plane waves as the axial velocity approaches c the quasi-phase 

matched transverse force becomes diminishingly small.  Because the pulse has a 

finite spot size, we obtain a correction, 2 2
08 / chk w , that reduces the velocity where the 

transverse force vanishes.  Specifically, we find that the transverse force vanishes 
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when 0 / 2 2chk wγ = , which for our parameters is 42oγ ; .  By matching the injection 

energy to 0 / 2 2chk w , deflection of the electron beam can be limited in the early 

stages of acceleration.  Furthermore, this suggests that by adiabatically changing the 

channel radius over the interaction length, ( ) 2 2 ( ) /ch ow z z kγ= , it may be possible to 

maintain a collimated beam, which will be a topic of future research.    

The forces due to the other spatial harmonics ( 1)n ≠  also contribute to the 

transverse motion of the electron beam.  As discussed earlier, the electron moves 

through the phase fronts of these harmonics and undergoes rapid oscillatory motion, 

( 1)osc mn ckω −∼ .  Over the entire interaction length the oscillations undergo many 

cycles, o zk σ  (for our parameters ~ 700o zk σ ).  The oscillations themselves thus 

contribute little to the long term directed motion of the electron beam.  However, 

because of the spatial variation of the field envelope the oscillations can beat and give 

rise to directed motion through the ir ponderomotive force on the electron beam.   The 

0n = spatial harmonic provides the dominant contribution to this motion on account 

of its large relative amplitude.   

Expanding around the initial electron velocity o ˆv = v zv  and averaging over the 

fast time scale zvmk , we have to lowest order in / chwλ    

                                2
1,

1
2

pm
r r

e o

F p
m γ

= − ∇                       (70) 

where the angled brackets denote the time averaging.  The contribution to the 

ponderomotive force from the first order axial momentum 1,zp , which accounts for 

corrections to the initial momentum , vo z o op mγ= , provides corrections to Eq. (70) of 
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order 2( / )chwλ  and has been neglected.  Inserting our expression for the axial field, 

we obtain the ponderomotive force due to the fundamental 0n =  laser mode for small 

radii near the peak of the laser pulse:  

               

212 22
2 o

02 2 2 2
0

22 v4
1 1p ppm e

r
ch ch ch

m c r
F a

w c w w

λ λ

γ π π

−   
 = − − +         

.         (71) 

The force is independent of the electron’s phase.  In addition, the hollow profile of 

the transverse field results in an inward force.  The ponderomotive force thus 

provides a focusing over the entire electron beam.  Higher energy electrons will 

experience a smaller ponderomotive focusing due to the inverse dependence on oγ , 

further explaining the small transverse excursions observed in the multimedia file 

[71].  The second term in the brackets, which results from the finite spot size, reduces 

the focusing effect of the ponderomotive force.  The finite spot size correction is not 

necessarily negligible, and for our case is ~.25 .   

 The ponderomotive force when taken in addition to the quasi-phase matched 

focusing/defocusing force provides an overall focusing of the electron beam for small 

radii as seen schematically in Fig. 3.6.  The overall focusing is limited by the 

amplitude of the ponderomotive force, which is typically smaller than the quasi-phase 

matched focusing/defocusing force except near the maximum accelerating phase.  

The phase independent ratio of the forces is 
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∼ ,              (72) 

which for our parameters / ~.08pm sw
r rF F .   
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Figures 3.7 and 3.8 show the number-averaged final  z momentum in units of 

em c as a function of initial and final position respectively for an initial electron beam 

radius of 9b mσ µ= .  The accelerated electrons started in buckets one half of a slow 

wavelength long.  Buckets are limited in the transverse direction by the laser spot 

size.  After acceleration the momentum is concentrated in  z  as the high energy 

electrons move towards the front of the slow wave, but is spread transversely as some 

of the electrons in the accelerating phase are initially defocused.  Figure 3.9 shows the 

final electron beam density as a function of position; the beam has acquired a 

significant transverse spread which peaks off axis. Comparing Figs. 3.8 and 3.9 we 

see that these peaks are mostly composed of lower energy electrons that have been 

expelled from the center of the electron beam.  As seen in the multimedia file and 

predicted by our analysis the high energy electrons remain collimated at the center of 

the beam.  They see little to no focusing or defocusing quasi-matched force, and only 

the small focusing ponderomotive force. 

The electron beam experiences a net outward density flow as seen in Fig 3.9.  

At radii greater than / 2chw , electrons that were initially defocused move outside the 

peak of the hollow mode fields and experience a larger defocusing force due to the 

ponderomotive force switching sign.  These electrons are expelled from the beam.  

Eventually electrons initially in a focusing phase begin to phase slip and enter the 

defocusing phase where they undergo the same process.   

Many of the transverse effects on the electron beam can be managed by 

increasing the radius of the plasma channel (matched laser spot size).  Increasing the 

spot size increases the defocusing time in Eq. (69) as 1/3~ chwτ .  Furthermore, for 
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highly relativistic injection energies the quasi-phase matched defocusing can be 

reduced by decreasing the finite spot size correction to the Lorentz force.  At the same 

time, the ponderomotive focusing force would be increased due to the reduction in the 

spot-size correction.  The outward flow of beam electrons can also be minimized by 

using electron beams with widths less than / 2chw  (for our case 2 / .85r chwσ ∼ ).   

Due to limitations on injection beams, it may be easier to increase the channel radius 

than decrease the electron beam radius.  Unfortunately, by increasing the channel 

radius the predicted energy gain of the electrons decreases, 1~ chwγ −∆ .  This can be 

overcome by maintaining the ratio of the field amplitude to the spot size, 

/ .o cha w const=   This, however, greatly increases the laser power requirements for 

quasi-phase matched direct acceleration, 2 4~ ( ) ~o ch chP a w w .  In instances where 

power is not a limiting factor, larger spot sizes can greatly improve the quality of the 

accelerated electron beam 

 

3.4.4 Space Charge Estimation 

For a simple estimate of the magnitude of the transverse space charge force 

we consider a uniform cylindrical electron beam.  We suppose the electron beam is 

infinitely long so that we may ignore longitudinal edge effects and thus ignore any 

axial electric field due to the beam.  Noting that the electrons themselves give rise to 

a radial electric field and that their motion gives rise to an azimuthal magnetic field, 

we find the space charge force to be 
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,              (73) 
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where ,p bω  is the plasma density of the electron beam.  The first term in parenthesis 

is the result of the beam’s electric field, and the second term due to the beam’s 

magnetic field.  We note that for highly relativistic beams the transverse space-charge 

force can be neglected altogether.   

The maximum allowable charge density can be estimated by forming the ratio 

of the transverse space-charge force to the quasi-phase matched focusing/defocusing 

force, /sc qpm
r rF F : 

                        
2 212
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,           (74) 

where ,e bn is the electron beam density, and we have assumed vz c; .  Eq. (74) uses 

the maximum focusing phase of the quasi-phase matched force and as a result is 

phase independent; the actual maximum charge will be lower by approximately order 

of magnitude.  For our parameters with vz corresponding to 100oγ =  and including an 

order of magnitude for phases where the transverse force may be smaller, we find that 

18 3
, 3 10e bn cm−< × .  For a uniform cylindrical beam with a length and radius of 

10 mµ , 18 3
, 3 10e bn cm−= ×  corresponds to 1010 electrons.  

 To estimate the longitudinal space charge force, we consider the electron 

beam after acceleration when the electrons have accumulated at the slow wave fronts 

as shown in Fig 3.9.  If the electron bunch spacing is much smaller than the beam 

length, the force on one bunch due to adjacent bunches can be neglected.  The local 

Poisson equation for an electron bunch is then 

                                         ,4 ( )
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b
e bE qn z
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π δ

π
 ∇⋅ =  
 

v v
,              (75) 
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where 2 /( )b o mk k kλ π δ= + +  is the spacing between bunches.  Integrating over the 

axial coordinate we obtain the local longitudinal space charge force 

                                              ,2sc
z b e bF q nλ= .                        (76) 

Forming the ratio /sc qpm
z zF F , we find an expression for the maximum allowable beam 

density: 

                       ( )
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p ch
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 + 
.              (77) 

For the parameters used in our simulations we find that 18 3
, 6.3 10e bn cm−< ×  similar to 

the value obtained for the transverse space-charge force.  Unlike the longitudinal 

space-charge force, the expression is naturally phase independent due to the axial 

bunching of the electrons.  Also, the allowable density does not increase as the 

electron’s axial momentum increases; for highly relativistic electron beams the actual 

bound on the density is provided by the expression for the longitudinal space charge 

force, Eq. (77).    

 

3.5  Summary and Conclusions 

We have developed an analytic model for laser pulse propagation in a corrugated 

plasma waveguide, using the slowly varying envelope approximation.  The 

background plasma was assumed to be a cold non-relativistic fluid that responded 

linearly to the laser field.  The plasma density profile was chosen to model the density 

profiles created in experiments [15], while at the same time providing an analytic 

solution, facilitating analysis of the electron beam dynamics.  The field structure of 

the laser was examined.  It was shown that as a result of the axial periodic density 
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profile, the guided mode is composed of spatial harmonics.  For a small enough 

plasma corrugation period the phase velocity of the spatial harmonics could be 

subluminal—a requirement for electron acceleration.  The contribution of each spatial 

harmonic was determined by its relative amplitude, which, for parameters of interest, 

was shown to decrease significantly with increasing harmonic number.  Only the first 

few spatial harmonics contributed to the field structure in the plasma channel.  The 

spatial harmonics can also be viewed as a periodic phase modulation of the guided 

mode.  The spatially local phase velocity of the guided mode was shown to oscillate 

at the modulation period.    

 With the solution for the electromagnetic field, a scaling law for the energy 

gain via quasi-phase matched direct acceleration was derived.  The term quasi-phase 

matched refers to matching the electron velocity to the phase velocity of a spatial 

harmonic.  The fundamental laser mode is strictly superluminal, thus quasi-phase 

matching requires the presence of subluminal spatial harmonics.  Due to the drop off 

in amplitude of spatial harmonics with increasing harmonic number, the first spatial 

harmonic was chosen as the phase matched mode.  The scaling law compared 

favorably to both laser wakefield acceleration and other direct laser acceleration 

schemes, predicting energy gains in excess of an order of magnitude higher for actual 

table top laser parameters.   

 To validate the scaling law and examine the transverse dynamics, simulations 

of electron trajectories in presence of the laser’s electromagnetic field were 

conducted.  Space charge forces were ignored, and estimates of the validity of this 

omission were later provided in terms of allowable electron beam densities.  Scaling 
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law validations showed close agreement for an initial electron energy of 1000oγ = .  

A discrepancy in the slope of the energy gain as a function of time was a result of 

using a Gaussian pulse in the simulations and a flat top pulse when calculating the 

scaling law.  For initial energies of 100oγ = , it was shown that allowing the electron 

to catch up to the spatial harmonic phase velocity yielded higher energy gains than 

starting the two perfectly phase matched; the electron acceleration resulted in phase 

slippage with respect to the spatial harmonic.   For lower energies, 30oγ = , phase 

slippage occurs rapidly, and graded modulation periods or tapered axial densities are 

required for acceleration over waveguide limited distances.  These results were 

explained using a simple Hamiltonian model for the longitudinal dynamics.   

 Two forces were responsible for the transverse dynamics of the electron 

beam: the quasi-phase matched focusing/defocusing force, and the ponderomotive 

force due to the fundamental laser mode.  The quasi-phase matched force focuses or 

defocuses based on the electron’s phase, whereas the ponderomotive force focuses 

regardless of phase for small radii.  Both forces contained a correction due to the 

finite spot size of the laser.  The quasi-phase matched transverse force is 90o out of 

phase with the quasi-phase matched axial force; electrons in the maximum 

accelerating phase only experience a ponderomotive transverse force.  As a result, 

highly accelerated electrons remain collimated in the electron beam, while the 

remaining electrons are expelled from the beam.  A net outward flow of electrons 

resulted from initially focused electrons slipping into the defocusing phase, and the 

ponderomotive force causing defocusing at large radii.    
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3.6  Appendix 

 

3.6.1 Appendix I: Non-Linear and Relativistic Plasma Effects 

The assumption of linear plasma response is not always valid in the regime of 

high intensity lasers where the effect of the ponderomotive force on the background 

plasma becomes important.  We seek to find an estimate of the relative density 

fluctuations due to the ponderomotive force and show that for the laser intensities 

considered these fluctuations are small.  We start with the equation for the first order 

motion of the density in the presence of the laser field: 
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where ,p oω is the plasma frequency for the background density, the brackets represent 

an average over the laser frequency, 2ˆˆ /r r ea eA m c= , and only the largest amplitude 

fundamental laser harmonic is considered.   By replacing the Laplacian with its peak 

value, 2 24 /o cha w , which occurs at 0r = ,  we obtain an estimate on the magnitude of the 

density perturbation due to the transverse ponderomotive force: 
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which for the parameters considered here gives 1 / ~.001on n .  This ratio seems to 

justify ignoring the ponderomotive current in Eq. (44).  It should be noted that 

2 2 2ˆ / 0ra z∂ < > ∂ =  at 0r = , the peak of the Laplacian.  However, the density 

perturbation is excited by the maximum of 2∇ , wherever it occurs.  In addition the 
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pulse length considered is much longer than the spot size, making the longitudinal 

contribution to the displaced charge negligible.   

By including a correction to Eq. (44) corresponding to a ponderomotive 

driven modulation of the electron density, but maintaining the slowly varying 

envelope approximation we can describe Raman side scattering (RSS) of the laser 

pulse.  RSS can cause rapidly growing perturbations in the plasma density and pulse 

profile which can severely limit the accelerating gradient of the laser electric field.  

Antonsen and Mora have suggested, however, that the unstable growth due to RSS 

can be suppressed by utilizing leaky density profiles, allowing for the stable 

propagation of the lowest radial eigenmode of the plasma channel [42].  The 

remaining eigenmodes are not confined to the channel and are damped, preventing 

their growth.   

In order to neglect the generation of higher order eiqenmodes, we must 

stipulate that our density profile given in Eq. (45) is meant to model a leaky channel 

with one well confined quasi-bound mode.  In addition, the actual mode profile for 

the leaky channel must be accurately represented by our solution to Eq. (44).  From 

WKB theory we obtain the condition for modes: 
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l l                                  (80) 

where 2 2 2 2 1/2
, [2 | | ( ) 3 / 4 ]o p zck c k k r c rδ ω⊥ = − < > −l l  which has roots at the inner and 

outer classical turning points, ,ir l  and ,or l  respectively.  We note that for different 

values of l there are different 'k s⊥  and different turning points.  The 2r − term in Eq. 

(44) provides an effective potential that appears in our expression fork⊥  and provides 
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an inner turning point.  For one quasi-bound mode we need to ensure that Eq. (80) is 

only satisfied for 0=l  by setting the radius where the density profile is a maximum.  

For our model density profile, we find that  
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The outer turning point is a monotonically increasing function of l .  We can then 

ensure one quasi-bound mode by choosing the density to be a maximum between ,0or  

and ,1or .    

As pointed out in reference [42], extending the maximum density past the 

outer turning point, ,0or , allows for a more confined mode due to k⊥  becoming 

evanescent.  Furthermore, it allows for consistency with our lossless model density 

profile and boundary condition, ˆ ( , , ) 0rA r z t→ ∞ = , via the condition   
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∫ ,                 (83) 

where the density profile peaks at ,0 ,1o or rη+ < .  If 0η =  the integral in Eq. (83) 

would be strictly real, allowing for outgoing waves, and our model boundary 

condition would no longer be adequate.  Thus our analytic model provides a good 

representation of a radial density profile of the form: 
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where 1( )n r should satisfy Eq. (83) and ensure that ( )en r is continuous.  If we restrict 

ourselves to modeling radial plasma density profiles shown in Eq. (84), our analytic 

model provides a good representation of laser propagation, while at the same time 

stabilizing the effect of RSS.  Figure 3.11(a) shows a plasma density profile that is 

consistent with our requirements including only one quasi-bound mode;  figure 

3.11(b) shows the corresponding 2k⊥ .  

In addition to RSS, we have neglected Raman forward scattering (RFS) by 

assuming linear non-relativistic plasma response and dropping mixed derivates in Eq. 

(44).   The growth rate for RFS perturbations to the laser is smaller than the growth 

rate for RSS by ~ /p oω ω  [72].  However, over propagation distances required for 

desired interaction lengths in direct electron acceleration, these perturbations may 

become non-negligible.  The pulse lengths required for extending the interaction 

length in direct acceleration also makes the laser more susceptible to Raman 

instabilities [72].  To test the effect of RFS on the pulse we conducted simulations of 

radially polarized laser propagation in a corrugated plasma channel with WAKE [73] 

for our parameters of interest.  Figure 3.10 shows the envelope of the transverse 

vector potential for the radially polarized laser pulse at different Rayleigh times, 

where a Rayleigh time is defined as 2 /R cht w cπ λ= (the waveguide limited time 

is 20 Rt ).  The results show stable propagation over 20 Rayleigh lengths with no 

fragmentation or distortion of the laser pulse.  The stable propagation is consistent 

with our estimate on the density fluctuations due to the presence of the 

ponderomotive force.  Propagation was also tested in an uncorrugated channel and 

showed similar behavior; the underlying mechanism allowing for stable propagation 
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of the radially polarized laser is not an artifact of the corrugated channel.  The WAKE 

simulations and preceding analysis indicate that our assumptions of the plasma 

response are valid for the parameters and propagation distances considered.    

 

3.6.2 Appendix II: Pulse Power Leakage from Plasma Channel 

Our choice of model density profile given by Eq. (45) continues to increase as 

r → ∞ , providing zero vector potential as r → ∞ .  As a result, our model pulse 

propagates down the length of the plasma channel without any loss due to radially 

outgoing waves.  Actual experimental plasma density profiles peak at some finite 

radius and decay to zero for large radii (as seen in the density contours of Fig 3.1).  

Depending on the density profile, the loss of pulse power to outgoing waves may be 

significant, and the accelerating gradient can be reduced as the pulse propagates.  

Here we want to examine the loss of pulse power due to more realistic leaky plasma 

channels like the one shown in Fig 3.11(a) and obtain a condition for which our 

lossless profile is valid.  In the following analysis we will neglect the axial 

corrugations for mathematical simplicity. The modulations will result in a modulation 

of the power loss that will average out when integrating over the length of the 

waveguide.   

We start by writing an expression for the differential radial power flow:  

                                *1 ˆRe
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or equivalently 
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With an expression for ˆ
rA , and thus zA  using 0A∇ ⋅

v ; , we can find zE  

from /E A ct= −∂ ∂
vv

, and Bθ from Faraday’s law.  We proceed by using the WKB 

approximation for finding an expression for ˆ
rA  outside of the channel.  As stated in 

Appendix I, 2 2 2 2 1/2
,0 0[2 | | ( ) 3 / 4 ]o p zck c k k r c rδ ω⊥ = − < > − , where 0kδ is given by Eq. 

(81) with 0=l .  Figure 3.11(b) shows 2
,0k⊥  for a typical leaky channel and shows 

schematically how we define our turning points.  Our approximate solution for 

ˆ
rA outside the channel ,0( )or R>  is given by 
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where oA is the amplitude of the mode at the center of the channel and  
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The amplitude outside the channel has fallen by a factor of 1 / 4Θ + Θ .  As expected, 

by extending the evanescent region between ,0or  and ,0oR , Θ becomes larger, limiting 

the amplitude of outgoing waves.  Our expression for the differential radial power 

loss is then 
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The amplitude of the guided mode, oA , will decay as energy leaks out of the channel; 

in particular we have that 
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Inserting Eq. (90) into Eq. (89) gives 
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For simplicity we continue by considering the peak of the pulse and find that 

exp[ / ]oP P z ζ= − , where 
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The leaky channel results in an exponential decay of the guided pulse’s power.  This 

decay can be limited by making Θ as large as possible, which is accomplished by 

using a long flat density profile as shown in Fig 3.11(a).  Extending the maximum 

density to a larger radius would also increase the value of Θ , but allows for higher 

order quasi-bound modes and may make the guided pulse susceptible to instability as 

discussed in Appendix I.   

 

3.6.3 Appendix III: Unstable Spot Size Oscillations  

We start by considering solutions to Eq. (44) for a background electron 

density profile of the form 

               [ ]2( , ) [1 sin( )] / 2 1 sin( )e o m o mn r z n k z n r k zδ ξ′′= + + + ,   (93) 

which adds a radial profile modulation to Eq. (45).  We write the envelope of the 

transverse vector potential as  
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ch
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where we have used the explicit group velocity approximation explained in the main 

text, ( v )o gA z t− determines the pulse shape, ( )zα determines axially dependent phase 

and amplitude and ( )zβ  determines the axial dependence of the laser spot size.  Upon 

inserting Eq. (86) into the slowly varying envelope equation we obtain an equation 

for ( )zβ : 
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We expand 1 ...oβ β β= + + , and set the equilibrium value to the matched spot 

size, 21/o chwβ =  .  Plugging the expansion into Eq. (87), we find that 1β  satisfies the 

equation for a forced harmonic oscillator:  
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κβ ξ κ+ = ,                       (96) 

where 22 / o chk wκ = .   When 2mk κ= , the amplitude of 1( )zβ , will undergo secular 

growth.  In the absence of radial profile modulations, the pulse would undergo spot 

size oscillations if it were not matched to the plasma channel, 21/ chwβ ≠ .  The 

presence of the density modulations drives the oscillations resulting in the secular 

growth.  In particular the solution for 1( )zβ  when 24 /m o chk k w=  is 

                                    1 4( ) exp[ ]m
o ch

z z ik z
k w

ξ
β = −  .              (97) 

Unstable spot size oscillations are also possible at higher orders of β  due to 

harmonics of mk .  In general growth can be expected when 24 /m o chk k w= l , where l is 

an integer.  For our parameters, the unstable modulation wavelength is 
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2( /2 ) ~.3m o chk w cmλ π= , an order of magnitude higher than the modulation 

wavelength used.  These modulations may be detrimental by spoiling the guiding of a 

desired mode, or beneficial by spoiling the guiding of an undesired mode.     
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1. Fig 3.1 Proposed setup for direct acceleration of electrons by a femtosecond 

laser pulse in a corrugated plasma waveguide. 3.1(a) A radially-modulated 

Nd:YAG laser pulse focused by an axicon onto a gas jet creates a spark 

several centimeters long with micron-scale structure. The spark expands into 

Fig 3.1(b) a plasma waveguide with axial modulations, allowing fine velocity 

control of guided radiation [15]. Fig 3.1(c) A radially polarized femtosecond 

laser pulse and a relativistic electron beam are injected into this waveguide.  
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Fig 3.2(a) The relative amplitude of the spatial harmonics as a function of the phase 

modulation amplitude.  Fig 3.2(b) The phase velocity for different spatial harmonics 

as a function of modula tion wavelength.  Fig3.2(c) The local laser phase velocity as a 

function of axial distance.  Fig3.2(d) Energy contribution of different spatial 

harmonics for an electron initially phase matched to the 1n = spatial harmonic.   
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Fig 3.3 Comparison of energy gain predicted by our scaling law with numerical 

results obtained by integrating the fully relativistic electron equations of motion.  

Fig3.3(a) The slow wave phase velocity is matched to the initial electron velocity; 

Fig3.3(b) the slow wave velocity is set to c .   
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Fig 3.4 Electron axial momentum distributions for different initial electron beam 

widths after 1.8 cm of propagation (the extent of a physical plasma waveguide).   
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Fig 3.5 Comparison of electron beam Gaussian widths with axial field profile. 
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Fig 3.6 Schematic of the transverse forces for small radii as a function of axial 

distance.  The arrows represent the magnitude of the radial force.  Because electrons 

are distributed uniformly in the axial direction, the quasi-phase matched force and 

ponderomotive force add to provide an overall focusing of the electron beam for 

small radii.   
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Fig 3.7 Averaged final (after 1.8 cm of propagation) axial momentum (color scale) as 

a function of initial position ( , )o ox z .   
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Fig 3.8 Averaged final (after 1.8 cm of propagation) axial momentum (color scale) as 

a function of final position ( , )f fz x , (the axial distance traveled by the leading 

electron has been subtracted out). 
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Fig 3.9 Final electron density as a function of final position ( , )f fz x . The electrons 

are accelerated into the slow wave fronts resulting in bunching.  
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Fig 3.10 The envelope of the transverse vector potential propagating in the axially 

modulated channel at different times in a frame moving at c .  Results were obtained 

using the WAKE simulation [74]. 
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Fig 3.11(a) A sample density profile allowing for one quasi-bound mode and also 

limiting the loss of pulse power to outgoing waves.  Solutions to Eq. (44) for our 

model density profile in Eq. (45) accurately represent the show density profile.  Fig 

3.11(b) 2k⊥  corresponding to the density profile shown in Fig 3.11(a).   
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Summary and Conclusions 

 We have examined two laser-plasma systems: the laser-cluster interaction and 

the propagation of lasers in corrugated plasma waveguides as applied to electron 

acceleration.  These systems are fundamentally different in two aspects.  The ionized 

cluster has near solid electron density and thus the plasma frequency is much higher 

than the laser frequency.  Furthermore the size of the cluster is much smaller than the 

laser wavelength.  In corrugated plasma channels, the plasma is tenuous and thus the 

plasma frequency is much lower than the laser frequency, and the plasma structure 

extends over the entire extent of the laser.   These fundamental differences 

necessitated two different approaches for modeling the laser-plasma interaction.  The 

two systems are, however, linked in that clusters, apart from having their own 

applications, provide an ideal medium for the creation of plasma channels.   

 In the section entitled Dielectric Properties of Laser Exploded Clusters, we 

developed a fully kinetic, two temperature, linear model for the cluster polarizability 

in 2D.  Determination of the polarizability for an individual cluster provides the 

dielectric constant for a clustered gas through the relation 1 4 ( )bulk clnε π γ ω= + , 

allowing for further studies of laser propagation.  Knowledge of the polarizability 

also provides insight into how the dielectric properties of clusters can best be used for 

applications. 

The Vlasov-Poisson system of equations was solved for the cluster 

equilibrium, and linearized with respect to the electric field for determining the 

cluster dipole response.  Based on this model, a code was developed to determine the 
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linear polarizability spectrum of the cluster.  The code uses temperatures, ion 

densities, and boundary electric fields from a PIC simulation for determination of the 

cluster equilibrium [4].  The cluster responds to the presence of an applied laser 

electric field through changes in the electron density and electrostatic potential.  The 

response of the electron density provided the cluster polarizability spectrum.   

The cluster was shown to have a low frequency dipole response not predicted 

by cold plasma theory.  The response was the result of a beating between electron 

orbital motion and the applied laser electric field.  The amplitude and width of the 

response is determined by the first order cluster potential and the RMS radius of 

electrons in the cluster.  Additional structure was also observed near the standard cold 

plasma dielectric resonance at / 2pω ω= .  The resonance had a temperature 

dependent spectral shift: blue shifts due to warm plasma dispersion and red shifts due 

to an increasingly diffuse density profile at higher temperatures.  These effects also 

caused a temperature dependent width of the resonance.    

In Pulse Propagation and Electron Acceleration in Corrugated Plasma 

Channels an analytic model for laser pulse propagation in the corrugated plasma 

channel was developed.  In addition, simulations were conducted to examine the 

acceleration and dynamics of relativistic beam electron copropagating with the laser.  

Direct acceleration of electrons in corrugated plasma waveguides has several 

advantages over other direct acceleration schemes as well as laser wakefield 

accelerators.  In particular, it provides higher accelerating gradients at lower laser 

powers.   
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The slowly varying envelope equation was solved for the vector potential of 

the guided mode.  While retaining the guiding properties of standard plasma channels, 

the guided mode was also shown to consist of spatial harmonics due to the presence 

of the plasma corrugations.  Under the right conditions, these spatial harmonics can 

have subluminal phase velocities, allowing for phase matching with copropagating 

relativistic electrons.   

Scaling laws derived with the field solution predicted energy gains in excess 

of an order of magnitude higher than other laser acceleration schemes.  The scaling 

law was validated with simulations, and a simple Hamiltonian model was presented 

for explaining the longitudinal dynamics of the electron beam.  In particular, it was 

shown that above a critical energy, allowing the electrons to catch up to the spatial 

harmonic phase velocity yields higher energy gains that starting the two phase 

matched.   

 Two forces were responsible for the transverse dynamics of the electron 

beam: the quasi-phase matched focusing/defocusing force, and the ponderomotive 

force due to the fundamental laser mode.  For small radii these forces provide an 

overall focusing of the electron beam.  The quasi-phase matched transverse force is 

90o out of phase with the quasi-phase matched axial force; electrons in the maximum 

accelerating phase only experience a ponderomotive transverse force.  Simulations 

demonstrated this effect; the highly accelerated electrons remained collimated 

towards the center of the electron beam, while low energy electrons were expelled.   
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